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INTRODUCTION 
Exhibit F consists of three sections: Drawings, Geotechnical Report, and the Hydrologic and Hydraulic 
Report. Portions of this exhibit are categorized as Critical Energy Infrastructure Information (CEII) and 
are not publicly available. 

PART 1 — DRAWINGS 

Part 1 contains the Exhibit F drawings.  These include: 

• Overall Plan- Spillways and Embankments (Drawing F1) 
• Plan Detail- Powerhouse and Spillways (F2) 
• Spillway Elevation View A-A (F3) 
• Profile- Generator Flow, Section B-B (F4) 
• Spillway Profile, Section C-C (F5) 
• Embankment Cross Section D-D (F6) 
• Auxiliary Spillway- Plan and Profile Section E-E (F7) 
• Right Embankment, Section F-F (F8) 
• Emergency Spillway Profile (F9) 
• Crest Profiles- Left & Right Embankments (F10) 

PART 2 — GEOTECHNICAL REPORT 

Part 2 contains the geotechnical report.  This report provides results of stability analyses of the 
embankment under static (high water), rapid drawdown and seismic conditions.  

PART 3 — HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC REPORT 

Part 3 is the hydrologic and hydraulic report.  This report gives an overview of the watershed and 
impoundment, spillway descriptions and operation, hydrology (including flow duration curves), 
spillway hydraulics, design flow and discussion of study requests that pertain to hydrologic and 
hydraulic topics. 
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Part 1  - Drawings 

PREPARED BY:  J.E. TIFFANY AND SONS, LLC. 

 

 

 

PART 1 CONTAINS CRITICAL ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE INFORMATION  
AND IS NOT RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC. 
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Part 2  - Geotechnical Report 
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Part 3  - Hydrologic and Hydraulic Report 
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1 HYDROLOGY 
1.1 WATERSHED AND IMPOUNDMENT 

The drainage area contributing to the discharge from the dam is approximately 45.6 square miles with parts 
lying in Charlevoix, Antrim and Otsego Counties. Approximately 1.3 miles upstream of the reservoir the main 
stem of the Boyne River splits into a North Branch and a South Branch. For both the North Branch and the 
South Branch there are several tributaries, some named, but most unnamed, on the USGS Quadrangle Map. 
The drainage area is shown in Figure 1. 

The drainage area is part of the federally designated Boardman-Charlevoix watershed that has a Hydrologic 
Unit Code (HUC) of 04060105. There are two designated sub-basins in the project drainage area. The main 
stem of the Boyne River in the project vicinity and the South Branch of the Boyne River are designated as 
HUC 04060105-205.  The North Branch of the Boyne River is designated as HUC 04060105-0203.  

The impoundment has a surface area of 68 acres at pool elevation 636.80 (NAVD 88) and a net storage 
capacity of 356 acre feet. 

1.2 DESIGN FLOW 
Chapter II of FERC's Engineering Guide states the following:  "The IDF [Inflow Design Flood] of a dam or other 
water impounding structure flood hydrograph is used in the design of a dam and its appurtenant works 
particularly for sizing the spillway and outlet works, and for determining maximum height of a dam, 
freeboard, and temporary storage requirements." 

The Boyne River Hydroelectric Dam has been classified by the FERC as a Low Hazard Dam and is stated as 
such in the FERC's 2018 Inspection Report.   

Chapter II of FERC's Engineering Guide also states the following:  "Dams identified as having a low hazard 
potential should be designed to at least meet a minimum standard to protect against the risk of loss of 
benefits during the life of the project. Flood frequency and risk base analyses may be used for this analysis. 
The IDF for low hazard potential dams is typically the One Percent (100-year) flood."  Therefore, for 
purposes of this application, the One Percent flood has been assumed to be the IDF. 
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Figure 1. Project Watershed 
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1.3 DISCHARGE DETERMINATIONS AND METHODOLOGY 
The Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes and Energy (EGLE) uses the rainfall values provided 
in “Rainfall Frequency Atlas of the Midwest” by the Midwestern Climate Center and the Illinois State Water 
Survey, commonly known as “Bulletin 71” (Appendix A).  The Bulletin 71 rainfall for the 100-year, 24 hour 
storm in the Project area is 5.08 inches.  The EGLE uses an adjustment factor of 0.94 based on the watershed 
size, which yields a total rainfall amount of 4.83 inches of rain. 

Because the watershed is greater than 20 square miles, the EGLE determines inflows using the Regression 
Method (see spreadsheet depicted in Appendix B).  The Unit Hydrograph resulting from the Regression 
Method is provided in Figure 2.  The Michigan EGLE has determined that the watershed has a total drainage 
area of 63.6 square miles and a contributing drainage area of 45.6 square miles. In addition, using the 
Regression method, they have estimated the 10%, 2%, 1%, and 0.5% chance peak discharge from the dam to 
be 410 cubic feet per second (cfs), 600 cfs, 700 cfs, and 800 cfs, respectively (See Appendix C).  The Michigan 
EGLE also completed analysis of values reported at USGS Gage No. 04127850 (which was located at Dam 
Road, approximately 1,300 feet downstream of the dam and was active for the period of 1975 to 1991) and 
arrived at corresponding values of 550 cfs, 650 cfs, 700 cfs and 800 cfs, which provides confirmation of the 
flows determined by the Regression method. 
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Figure 2. Unit Hydrograph Resulting from the Regression Method 

1.4 RESERVOIR ROUTING 
When a reservoir routing is performed by the EGLE for watersheds greater than 20 square miles using the 
HEC-HMS software (developed by the  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Hydrologic Engineering Center), the 
EGLE estimates a curve number and a time of concentration and enters them directly into the HEC-HMS 
model, adjusting the storage coefficient and time of concentration until the peaks match those estimated by 
the Regression method. A constant impoundment surface area of 67 acres (prior to completion of the 
detailed survey yielding 68 acres) was used as a simplifying assumption in the model because of the limited 
range of water surface elevations between normal and peak flood conditions.  A summary of the values used 
by the EGLE in the HEC-HMS model is provided in the following table: 
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Table 1. Hydrologic Parameters 

PARAMETER VALUE USED 
Contributing Watershed 
Area 

45.64 square miles 

Transform Method Clark Unit Hydrograph 
SCS Curve Number 53.4 
Transform Time of 
Concentration 

13.43 hours 

Storage Coefficient 21.51 
Precipitation 4.83 inches 
Storm Rainfall Duration 24 hours 
Reservoir Area 67 acres, assumed to be constant through the range 

of water surface elevations. 

 

This reservoir routing using the HEC-HMS software demonstrates that there is very little attenuation of the 
design storm from storage in the reservoir with the peak reservoir inflow being less than two percent 
greater than the peak spillway outflow.  The HEC-HMS model, using the spillway rating table and operational 
assumptions (sluice gate not fully opened) presented in the Hydraulics Section below, provides a peak water 
surface elevation of 638.0 for the One Percent Chance Peak Flow.  This leaves just a bit more than one foot 
of freeboard for the dam.  A summary of the results from the HEC-HMS model is provided in the following 
table: 

Table 2. HEC-HMS model results 

PARAMETER RESULTS 
Peak Inflow 712.1 cfs 
Peak Outflow 699.9 cfs 
Total Inflow 0.81 inches (over entire watershed) 
Peak Storage 232.0 acre feet 
Peak Water Surface Elevation 637.96 feet 

 

1.5 FLOW DURATION CURVES 
Flow duration curves have been developed based on impoundment level and operational records for the 
period of November 8, 2016 to April 9, 2020 (with the exception of 38 days of missing data from October 14, 
2018 to November 20, 2018 because of a pressure transducer failure).  Records from previous years are not 
useful because for many years the main spillway sluice gate passed a significant amount of water because of 
bad seals.  There is no way to know the flow rate of discharge passing the old spillway gate seals.  A new 
spillway gate was installed on November 4, 2016, thereby eliminating the un-measured flow.  The flow 
duration data is presented in Table 3 and graphically represented by the curves in the following figures.    
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Table 3. Flow-Duration Data (flow in cfs by month at various exceedance percentages) 

  PERCENTAGE EXCEEDANCE 

MONTH 10 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90 95 

Overall 110.1 85.2 76.3 71.1 64.6 58.8 55.1 50.8 49.0 46.3 39.0 33.7 

January 88.3 71.0 66.9 61.3 57.8 55.4 53.3 51.2 50.5 48.9 47.2 42.2 

February 108.0 72.5 67.5 61.8 57.1 52.4 50.4 42.9 42.0 41.4 37.8 31.3 

March 114.0 96.2 91.0 84.0 72.2 67.0 62.4 58.8 55.7 52.8 49.8 46.2 

April 120.6 100.2 92.3 86.8 78.1 71.3 68.0 64.1 61.8 60.5 56.5 55.5 

May 161.9 123.1 118.7 114.3 89.2 74.9 65.2 56.5 53.1 48.9 43.6 38.3 

June 116.0 99.3 93.8 87.5 75.5 69.7 65.4 57.1 54.7 53.0 46.2 40.2 

July 72.0 61.1 58.9 57.7 53.3 50.6 47.9 44.4 43.6 42.6 38.6 34.4 

August 78.4 54.1 50.0 48.0 43.2 38.1 35.8 32.4 30.6 30.0 23.6 20.2 

September 93.4 75.8 69.3 61.7 58.6 55.3 50.6 46.0 42.0 40.6 35.6 34.4 

October 124.7 86.6 77.8 73.9 69.1 65.7 60.4 54.6 51.8 46.6 40.1 35.5 

November 111.2 80.7 72.7 66.4 61.9 58.7 57.0 54.3 52.1 51.4 45.0 39.5 

December 93.4 73.6 70.7 69.1 63.1 59.6 55.6 52.9 51.1 50.3 45.0 42.0 
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Figure 3. Flow Duration Curve- Overall  
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Figure 4. Flow Duration Curves- January Through March 
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Figure 5. Flow Duration Curves- April Through June 
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Figure 6. Flow Duration Curves- July Through September 
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Figure 7. Flow Duration Curves- October Through December 
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1.6 FLOW STATISTICS 
Recent records have made it possible to provide flow statistics (mean, median, minimum and maximum 
flows) in units of cubic feet per second (cfs) for the period of December, 2016 through March, 2020.  The 
overall statistics are found in the following table: 

Table 4. Flow Statistics 

Average 67.6 

Median 58.8 

Minimum 12.9 

Maximum 310.4 

 

The following table has the same statistics computed for each month throughout the same period: 

Table 5. Monthly Flow Statistics 

YEAR MONTH MEAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
2016           

  December 61.0 58.3 26.4 117.4 

2017           

  January 63.7 54.7 47.5 114.8 

  February 62.3 56.0 41.1 128.6 

  March 69.8 70.5 52.5 106.7 

  April 74.8 71.1 54.2 151.6 

  May 79.5 52.9 39.2 142.4 

  June 86.8 87.9 39.0 143.2 

  July 45.6 44.0 30.0 76.4 

  August 50.0 42.0 26.4 117.2 

  September 57.7 54.8 40.7 87.2 

  October 85.8 66.5 35.1 310.4 

  November 73.0 61.6 39.0 158.4 

  December 70.2 70.3 42.4 117.0 

2018           

  January 75.9 70.7 43.9 163.2 

  February 70.9 51.0 28.6 227.6 

  March 65.7 61.6 49.6 104.2 

  April 102.2 99.4 61.7 182.4 

  May 95.9 71.1 30.0 270.6 

  June 58.5 55.0 20.1 113.2 

  July 57.6 54.1 26.4 102.1 

  August 56.9 47.4 20.2 240.4 

  September 69.2 61.7 35.0 125.6 
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YEAR MONTH MEAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
  October Incomplete 

Data 
      

  November Incomplete 
Data 

      

  December 59.1 56.8 47.9 107.4 

2019           

  January 54.9 55.1 49.1 63.6 

  February 62.9 59.4 50.8 110.4 

  March 90.2 91.6 36.8 192.1 

  April 71.6 68.2 55.0 114.9 

  May 91.8 83.2 53.6 172.5 

  June 83.3 70.5 52.1 156.8 

  July 54.9 52.8 36.8 109.9 

  August 32.2 34.4 12.9 44.3 

  September 55.2 41.9 30.0 200.4 

  October 57.4 54.7 31.1 111.9 

  November 68.6 64.9 25.5 135.7 

  December 65.9 53.1 42.2 172.6 

2020           

  January 51.3 51.1 38.1 80.3 

  February 43.6 42.8 25.5 52.6 

  March 79.0 63.0 33.6 147.1 
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2 SPILLWAY DESCRIPTION, OPERATION AND HYDRAULICS 
2.1 SPILLWAY DESCRIPTIONS 

There are several means of discharge for the dam.  The headrace channel is a concrete paved channel 
approximately 50 to 72 feet wide by 132 feet long by about 12 feet deep at normal water level.   The 
channel conveys water to a 35 feet wide fixed crest spillway, a sluice gate discharge spillway and twin 5-foot 
diameter penstocks that feed the powerhouse turbine. 

The fixed crest spillway discharges to a transverse collection gallery. At the right end of the gallery is a 5-foot 
diameter concrete discharge pipe that carries the flow down to the stilling basin near the toe of the dam. 

The sluice gate is located just to the right of the fixed crest spillway and is 6-foot wide by 7-foot 9-inches 
high.  This gate has rollers on each side that run on steel surfaces when the gate is lifted and lowered.  The 
gate is operated with a surface mounted heliocentric gear hoist. The sluice gate discharges to a second 5-
foot diameter concrete pipe that carries the flow down to the above-mentioned stilling basin at the toe of 
the dam. 

The penstock consists of two 5-foot diameter steel pipes that join together in a Y branch connection just 
upstream of the 7-foot diameter turbine connection.  There is a flow control gate upstream of the turbine 
that controls the flow through the turbine.  The gate has settings range from 1 (closed) to 8.5 (fully open).  
There is a threaded rod on the hydraulic cylinder gate actuator that prevents closure of the gate past a 
setting of 2.5.  This arrangement and setting, that was previously established during conversations with the 
FERC, ensures that there is run of the river flow downstream of the dam, even when the project is not 
generating power. 

In addition to the above discharge options associated with the headrace channel there is an auxiliary 
spillway and an emergency spillway.  The auxiliary spillway consists of twin 18-inch diameter steel pipes 
located in the left embankment, approximately 135 feet left of the headrace channel.  The pipe intakes are 
just below water level at the shoreline and the pipes discharge to a concrete stilling basin at the toe of the 
embankment.  

The emergency spillway provides overland flow that starts as a broad low-lying area along the shoreline to 
the right of the headrace channel and gently slopes to a cut at the right end of the right embankment where 
the water is conveyed to a relatively flat low-lying area downstream of the right embankment.  A significant 
discharge through the emergency spillway would result in the flow eventually returning to the Boyne River.  

2.2 SPILLWAY OPERATIONS 
The current operating range for the dam is from gage level 15.2 (elevation 636.29 NAVD 88) to gage level 
16.02 (elevation 637.11 NAVD 88), which is an overall range of 0.82 feet.   Operation of the powerhouse and 
the auxiliary spillway and sluice gate are adjusted to maintain this operating range.  

The fixed crest spillway has an overflow elevation of approximately 636.53.  When the impoundment water 
level exceeds that elevation, there is discharge over the fixed crest spillway without regulation. 

Based recent historical operational data, the auxiliary spillway pipes are typically opened by Boyne 
personnel when the water level reaches elevation 636.9.  The sluice gate is typically opened when the water 
level nears the upper limit of the operating range mentioned above.  

Adjustments to flow through the turbine are made during twice daily visits to the dam as a means of 
maintaining the normal target water level. The Project's turbine is operated in the range of 30 cfs to 140 cfs. 
The flow is adjusted to maintain a stable pool elevation.  The median flow is 39 cfs but is increased during 
periods of high inflow into the impoundment. 
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The emergency spillway will start to flow at an impoundment elevation of approximately 637.75. 

Spillway rating curves for the individual means of discharge from the dam and the overall combined spillway 
rating curve, along with the operational assumptions, are presented in Figure 7 below and in tabular form in 
Table 6.  It should be noted that because the emergency spillway comes into play at about water surface 
elevation 637.75, the discharge capacity of the dam increases significantly above that elevation. 

 

Figure 8. Spillway Capacity Curves 
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Table 6. Overall Spillway Capacity as a Function of Water Surface Elevation 

Water Surface Elevation Total Spillway Capacity, cfs 
636.50 62 
636.75 162 
637.00 274 
637.25 389 
637.50 488 
637.75 598 
638.00 718 
638.25 947 
638.50 1272 
638.75 1598 
639.00 1919 
639.25 2346 
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3 TAILWATER RATING 
A tailwater rating curve was developed for the Boyne River downstream of the spillway using records 
from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Stream Gaging Station Number 04127850 for the 
period of 1978 to 1991.  The rating curve is presented in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Tailwater Rating Curve 
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4 STUDY REQUESTS 
As part of the consultation process, Boyne held a joint meeting with interested stakeholders on July 10, 
2017.  The consultation process allows a time frame of 60 days from the date of the joint meeting to submit 
comments and to request studies.  Study requests were submitted by the Michigan Department of Natural 
Resources (MDNR) and by the Michigan Hydro Relicensing Coalition (MHRC) pertaining to engineering 
issues.  Those requests pertaining to hydrologic and hydraulic considerations and our approach to 
addressing them are considered in this document. 

4.1 MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES STUDY REQUESTS 
In their letter of August 31, 2017, the MDNR made the following recommendations and requests.  A 
response follows each request listed below: 

4.1.1 IMPOUNDMENT WATER SURFACE OPERATING RANGE  
The MDNR has made the following recommendation: 

"The Department requests that an evaluation of the operating band be conducted. Currently the PAD 
indicates that the operates over a 0.82 foot operating band, from 0.24 feet below target (634.64 ft.) 
to 0.58 feet above target (635.46 ft.). This band is quite wide, and we recommend that an operating 
band of +/- 0.25 feet from the target elevation (634.88 ft.) be included in a new license. Narrowing 
the operating band will provide flows that closer follow inflows approximate outflows at all times. 
The elevation datum used to establish the impoundment elevations was not included in the PAD and 
should be included in the draft license application." 

It should be noted that the elevations listed in the Preliminary Application Document (PAD) were based on 
pre-existing documents of unknown datum.  The elevations in this application are based on survey work 
completed for this application using the NAVD 88 datum.  The above operating range on the NAVD 88 datum 
is from elevation 636.29 (15.2 Gage) to elevation 637.11 (16.02 Gage).  Only the datum is different, not the 
actual operation of the dam.  A summary of operating elevations is provided in Table 7: 

Table 7. Summary of Operating Elevations 

Operating Point Gage Elevation (NAVD 88) 
"Low" Operating Level (Alarm, 
Generator Trips Off) 15.20 636.29 

Spillway Overflow Weir 15.44 636.53 
"High" Operating Level (Alarm 
Condition) 16.02 637.11 

 

Boyne staff believe it should be no problem to maintain a 0.5 feet operating range during typical flows and is 
willing to make adjustments to implement such a scheme.  The Low Operating Level and High Operating 
Level alarm condition can be adjusted accordingly.  However, as demonstrated in the Design Flow section 
above, the water surface elevation will rise to about elevation 638 as the dam discharges the One Percent 
Chance Peak Flow of 700 cfs and even slightly more for less frequent storms.  For infrequent rainfall events 
(10 Percent Chance Peak Flows and greater), water surface elevations above the normal high would be 
impossible to avoid, even with a more aggressive sluice gate opening schedule.  Even the existing upper 
operating range of 637.11 is not realistic for very infrequent rainfall events.  It should be noted that the 
emergency spillway does not come into play until the water reaches about elevation 637.75.     

The target elevation mentioned by the MDNR corresponds to elevation 636.53 NAVD 88 (15.44 gage height) 
which is the elevation of the top of the fixed crest timber boards of the fixed crest spillway.  Boyne accepts 
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the suggested new normal range which would be ± 0.25' from the above target elevation.  The new range 
for normal operation would be from elevation 636.28 (15.19 gage height) to elevation 636.78 (15.69 gage 
height), a range of 0.5 feet, excluding major flood events (greater than the 10 Percent Chance Peak Flow). 

4.1.2 BATHYMETRIC SURVEY  
The MDNR has made the following request: 

"The PAD did not include a detailed bathymetric map of the impoundment. In order to better 
understand the characteristics of the impoundment and how flows affect conditions within the 
impoundment a detailed bathymetric map should be prepared. It should have contour lines at a 
minimum of every 5 feet of depth. The PAD indicates the surface area, volume, maximum depth, but 
does not include mean depth. We are unclear how the volume was calculated without such a detailed 
bathymetric map." 

A complete bathymetric survey has been completed with contour lines at an interval of one foot.  The 
resulting summary information about the impoundment is provided in Exhibit A. 

4.1.3 FLOW DURATION CURVES  
The MDNR has made the following request: 

"The PAD lacks monthly flow duration curves. Turbine and spillway rating curves should be developed 
for the project and the data used to construct flow duration curves from project operation records. 
These curves should be based on a minimum of 10 years of operational data. Estimated flow 
information will be required for temperature modeling for the project. This will allow a more 
thorough analysis of the annual hydrograph for the project." 

Please see the Hydrology section of this report for flow duration curves and tabulated data. 

4.1.3.1 MDNR FOLLOW-UP COMMENT JUNE 28, 2018 

In a follow up letter provided to the licensee on June 28, 2018, the MDNR provided the following additional 
comment (reference Michigan Hydro Relicensing Coalition study requests below). 

"Utilizing an uncontrolled spillway helps maintain run of river operation but does not guarantee 
compliance with operational bandwidths under normal flow conditions or flow conditions that can be 
accommodated by the operational gear at the project (generation flow and spillway gates). The plan 
suggests that staff gauges are unnecessary. We disagree, they are a way to monitor impoundment 
levels and provide a verification\backup to electronic level monitoring for the impoundment. In 
addition, a staff gauge marked with the operating band and placed in a location clearly visible to the 
public allows for interested parties to determine whether the impoundment is within the proper 
operating band." 

4.1.3.2 [BOYNE/OPERATOR] RESPONSE: 

A staff gauge has been installed for the impoundment that is marked with the operating band and placed in 
a clearly visible location.  A staff gauge constructed of PVC pipe and marked with elevation tics was installed 
about June, 2019 on the right headrace channel wall about 10 feet upstream of the penstock intake bar 
grate.  The staff gauge was replaced with a more permanent staff gauge on June 15, 2020 (see photos) just a 
few inches away from the mounting of the previous gauge.  The new gauge is a WaterMark, Style C metal 
gauge with porcelain enamel finish, graduations at every hundredth of a foot with annotations at every 
tenth and even foot.  The gauge covers the range from 13.33 to 16.64 feet and is marked with the operating 
range of 15.20 and 16.02.  This new gauge provides a clear indication of the current level in relation to the 
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lower and upper operating limits.  If the new operating limits recommended in Section 1.8.1 are adopted 
then a new gauge can be installed with the new operating limits. 

 
Figure 10. New Gauge Prior to Installation 
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Figure 11. New Gauge- Installed 

4.2 MICHIGAN HYDRO RELICENSING COALITION STUDY REQUESTS 
In their letter of September 1, 2017, the MHRC made the following study requests. 

4.2.1 STREAM GAUGES FOR RUN OF THE RIVER COMPLIANCE MONITORING 
The MHRC has made the following request: 

"Boyne USA currently operates the Boyne hydroelectric project in a run-of-river mode (outflow = 
inflow). This is the preferred method of operation by the MHRC for hydroelectric projects in Michigan. 
However, the MHRC feels that such operations need sound compliance monitoring, Therefore, the 
MHRC requests that Boyne USA conduct an instream flow study to quantify the stage-discharge 
relationship. This should be done for both the inflow and outflow reaches of the Boyne River. A 
quantified stage discharge relationship for both upstream and downstream reaches would allow 
Boyne USA to utilize a system of staff gauges for compliance monitoring of the run-of-river 
operation." 

4.2.1.1 [BOYNE/OPERATOR] RESPONSE: 

The FERC, in a document entitled Hydropower Primer defines "run of the river" as  
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"A run-of-river project is a type of hydropower project in which limited storage capacity is available 
and water is released at roughly the same rate as the natural flow of the river 
(https://energy.gov/eere/water/glossary-hydropower-terms)."  

It should be noted that the dam has a fixed crest overflow spillway with no method of reducing flow over 
the spillway such that water can be stored for later use in power generation.  This means that the project is 
effectively operated as run of the river. 

The HEC-HMS model of the hydrologic/impoundment system demonstrates that the storage effect of the 
impoundment under existing operational procedures is only moderate during the Ten Percent Chance Peak 
Flow, with outflow only being about 14 percent less than inflow.  In the case of the One Percent Chance 
Peak Flow, the model indicates that the storage effect of the impoundment is negligible, with outflow being 
1.7 percent less than inflow. 

In summary, because of the relatively small size of the generating equipment, the fixed crest uncontrolled 
spillway and the relatively small size of the impoundment, the Boyne River Hydroelectric Project is truly a 
"run of the river" project, and as a result, an instream flow study to quantify the stage-discharge relationship 
and a system of staff gauges for compliance monitoring of the run-of-river operation are deemed to be 
unnecessary. 
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INTRODUCTION

Storms in the Midwest
The type of rainstorm that most frequently produces

flash floods in the Midwest is very localized and produces a
large amount of rainfall. According to Changnon and Vogel
(198l), these storms usually last from 3 to 12 hours, signifi-
cantly affect fewer than 400 square miles, and have 1- to 4-
hour rainfall totals in excess of 3 inches. Changnon and
Vogel’s study indicates that approximately 40 of these storms
occur in an average year in Illinois, or about one storm for very
1,500 square miles of territory. These storms cause serious
local flooding problems on farmland (crop damage) and in
urban areas, and interfere with small-reservoir operations.

A larger version of the storm described above is the most
damaging flood-producing storm experienced in the Midwest
and occurs on the average of about once in two years within
the region (Huff‚ 1986). These “blockbuster” storms gener-
ally last from 12 to 24 hours, produce extremely heavy rainfall
over a 2,000- to 5,000-square-mile area, and typically create
10- to 12-inch amounts of rain at the storm center. Rainfall
amounts in excess of the 100-year recurrence-interval value
of point rainfall commonly encompass areas of several hun-
dred square miles about the storm’s center.

A substantial portion of the maximum point rainfalls
recorded in the precipitation data used in the present study
occurred in storms of this type. Although they are rather rare
occurrences, these storms may occur in clusters. For example,
two of the three blockbuster storms that occurred in Illinois in
1957 took place within two weeks of each other. On the other
hand, there have been times when no blockbuster storm was
observed for several consecutive years.

Other flood-producing storms, affecting relatively large
areas ranging from the size of a county to 20,000 or more
square miles, result from a series of moderately intense
showers and thunderstorms that occur intermittently for peri-
ods of 1 to 10 days. Many of these individual storms would
produce little or no damage by themselves, but collectively
they can cause urban drainage systems to overflow, and creeks
and rivers to swell beyond capacity. This can result in both
localized and widespread flooding.

The frequency distributions of heavy rainfall resulting
from the storm systems described above are of importance to
engineers and others involved in designing and operating
structures, such as storm sewers and retention ponds, that can
be affected by these events. To meet this need, our nine-state
study has concentrated on determining rainfall frequency
relations over a wide range of storm periods or partial storm
periods (5 minutes to 10 days) and recurrence intervals (2
months to 100 years). The large-scale analysis program
required was considered necessary to meet the diverse needs
for rainfall frequency information, both now and in the
foreseeable future.

Rationale for the Study
Some specific needs led to the undertaking of this study.

First, frequency relations for the Midwest had not been
updated since Hershfield’s U.S. Weather Bureau Technical
Paper 40 (TP40) in 1961. Second, further stimulation for the
study resulted from recent findings (Huff and Changnon,
1987) that an apparent climatic trend operated on the fre-
quency distributions of heavy rainstorms in Illinois from
1901-1980, which was confirmed by Huff and Angel (1990)
for portions of the Midwest. Third, there was a need for more
detailed spatial description of the variations in rainfall amounts
for any given duration and recurrence interval than was
provided in the TP40 study.

One of the problems with TP40 is that its 100-year, 24-
hour values have been exceeded too frequently in certain
regions of the Midwest. Table 1 summarizes the number of
times that these values were exceeded for selected, long-term
stations in each state. Assuming a binomial distribution, the
probability of exceeding a 100-year event in a given year can
be calculated for a particular station. For example, in Illinois
the probability of exceeding a 100-year event is 0.583 with an
average record length of 87 years. With 61 stations, one would
expect a 100-year event to have been exceeded approximately
36 times during this period (column d in table 1) rather than
the 69 times that were observed (column c in table 1). The
results in Michigan are even more striking, with over three
times the expected number of storms exceeding the 100-year
value. But in Missouri the TP40 values were not exceeded
nearly as often as expected, which suggests that these values
are too high. For the entire Midwest, 246 storms exceeded the
100-year value against an expected number of 171 storms (a
ratio of 1.43).

The present study has used a much larger, longer sample
of precipitation data than was available for previous U.S.
studies by Yarnell (1935), Hershfield (1961), and Miller et al.
(1973), and an Illinois study by Huff and Neill (1959a). The
present study has employed a comprehensive data sample
from 409 stations in nine states across the Midwest (Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Ohio, and Wisconsin). Records from 275 of these stations date
back to the early 1900s. Thus we were able to provide greater
spatial detail than was possible in the previous studies.
Furthermore, the longer time sample should provide more
accurate estimates of the various frequency distributions,
particularly for relatively long recurrence intervals (25 years
or more).

All the results in this report are expressed in the English
system of units. It is anticipated that hydrologists and others
who use the information will continue to use the English
system in the foreseeable future. The following conversion
table can be used in converting English units to metric units.
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(a)

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Michigan*
Minnesota
Missouri
Ohio
Wisconsin
Midwest

Table 1. Number of Times the 24-Hour, 100-Year Value
from Technical Paper 40 Is Exceeded by State

Number of
stations

61
41
43
25
46
25
44
41
13

(b)
Average
length of
record

87
64
80
67
60
67
62
60
78

(c)
Number of

times
exceeded

69
17
20
11
71
14
4

27
13

246

(d)
Number of

times
expected

36
20
24
12
21
12
20
19
7

171

*From Sorrell and Hamilton, 1990

Conversion Table

Multiply
Inch (in.)
Mile (mi)
Square mile (mi²)

By
25.4

1.6
2.6

To obtain
Millimeter (mm)
Kilometer (km)
Square kilometer (km²)

Organization of the Report
This report is divided into two main parts: Analyses, and

Distribution Maps and Tables. Readers interested solely in
obtaining rainfall amounts for particular durations and recur-
rence intervals should see chapter 3 and part 2. Chapter 10
provides a complete overview. Those interested in how the
values were obtained should see the Introduction and chapters
1 and 2, which describe why the study was undertaken, the
data sets used, and the statistical analyses that were applied.

Chapters 4, 5, and 7 provide auxiliary information about
heavy storms in the Midwest, which may be useful for design
and planning purposes. These chapters describe rainfall dis-
tribution within a storm, spatial characteristics of storms, and
changes in the rainfall distribution through the seasons.

Chapter 6 addresses the issue of climate change and
extreme rainfall, and documents significant changes with
time over parts of the Midwest. Chapters 6 and 8 address two
of the basic statistical assumptions of heavy rainfall events: a
stationary time series and spatially independent rain events.
Chapter 9 discusses the dispersion of point values around the
climate section mean values found in the tables in part 2.

Basic Considerations
The basic philosophy applied in the nine-state study was

that a combination of appropriate statistical techniques,
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Ratio (c)/(d)
1.92
0.85
0.83
0.92
3.38
1.17
0.20
1.42
1.86
1.43

guided by available meteorological and climatological knowl-
edge of atmospheric processes, provides the best approach to
the problem. In so doing, it is important to remember that
the natural laws operating in the atmosphere are not controlled
by any particular statistical distribution. Within the limits of
the data sampled (for example, 25, 50, or 100 years), however,
the application of appropriate statistical analysis provides a
means of optimizing the information contained in that data.

The specific type(s) of statistical distribution that will
provide the optimal rainfall frequency relations for a given
location will vary depending on such factors as climate, land
features (topography, large water bodies, etc.), and season of
the year (if a seasonal analysis is being performed). Thus
climatology would suggest it is doubtful whether the same
statistical distribution that provides a good fit for Chicago data
would also achieve the same degree of reliability if applied to
data for Miami, Phoenix, or Seattle, where the precipitation
climates have substantially different characteristics than at
Chicago. For example, see Changnon’s definition of the
nation’s rainfall climate zones based on analysis of hourly
rainfall amounts and their distributions (Changnon and
Changnon, 1989).

It is also important to remember that any specific
statistical distribution serves only as a means of optimizing
information contained in the data sample. One must be very
cautious in extrapolating the derived frequency relations
beyond the limits of the data. Thus if rainfall frequency
relations have been derived from an 80-year data sample, it is
reasonable to assume that the relations should be satisfactory
for estimating the expected 100-year event, but certainly not
the 500-year event. This is too far beyond the limits of the data.
In fact, there is no assurance that the natural laws affecting the
rainfall will continue to closely follow any particular
statistical distribution for the next 500 years. If significant



climate changes are occurring, as indicated by numerous
investigators, then rainfall processes cannot be assumed to
remain stationary in the future.

Before describing the specific procedures used in our
nine-state study, it is necessary to mention another basic
problem always encountered in rainfall frequency studies.
There are two sources of potential variability contained in the
data sample for a given location: natural and human-induced
variability. The natural variability factor can cause significant
differences to appear in the frequency distributions of two
stations located within an area of apparent precipitation
climate homogeneity. This variability can be caused by one
or several storms of abnormal intensity occurring at one sta-
tion and not the other, even over a long period. This is not an
uncommon occurrence in regions such as the Midwest where
thunderstorms are the primary producers of heavy rainstorms.

Unfortunately, this natural variability is very difficult,
if not impossible, to separate from human-induced variability,
which also often affects the data sample at a particular loca-
tion. This variability is influenced by such factors as improper
raingage exposure, the worst source of measurement error;
recording errors; and mistakes in processing rainfall data.
Vogel (1988) provides some good examples of problems
created by improper raingage exposure, data processing inad-
equacies, and inadequate gage maintenance.

If isohyetal maps of rainfall frequency relations are to
be the end product of a study, some scientific judgment must
be used in assessing such data differences between stations.
These variability errors cannot be completely eliminated by
statistical treatment of the data. If areal mean frequency
relations are derived for areas of similar precipitation climate,
however, this problem can be reduced substantially.

Another important issue is the decision not to use hourly
precipitation data to directly calculate rainfall frequency
values. The hourly data were not used for three reasons: the
period of record is typically shorter than for the daily reporting
stations (35 years or less in most cases); there are fewer hourly
stations in the region by a factor of 2; and, most importantly,
the quality of the data is much poorer than that of the daily
data. Sorrell and Hamilton (1990) came to the same conclu-
sion about the drawbacks of the hourly data in their rainfall
frequency analysis of Michigan. Developing an analysis
based directly on the hourly data with the same accuracy and
detail as the daily data would have been impossible. There-
fore, the hourly data were only used to develop relationships
between the daily data and durations less than daily (see
chapter 1 for more discussion on the technique used).

Pilot Study
Initially, a very detailed study of Illinois rainfall

frequency relations was made (Huff and Angel, 1989). In
this study, the authors explored the use of those statistical
distributions considered to have potential for application in
Illinois based on (1) the observed characteristics of the
data sample and (2) consideration of the precipitation climate
and influences generated by certain topographical features

and two large, urban areas (Chicago and St. Louis). An 83-
year sample of data (1901-1983) for 61 cooperative stations
and 34 recording gage stations in and near Illinois was
available at the start of the pilot study.

It was assumed that the analytical techniques derived
in the Illinois study were applicable to the other eight states
in the Midwest, since there are no major changes in the
general precipitation climate within this region. That is,
there are no changes to a tropical, desert, or maritime climate
within the region—the general climate type is humid con-
tinental. The above method of deriving analytical techniques

from a detailed investigation of one climatically represen-
tative state (or area) in the region of interest is considered by
the authors to be appropriate, time-saving, and cost-effective.

Information Accumulated for Each State
For each precipitation station in the pilot study, the

frequency distribution of rainfall amounts was determined for
storm durations of 5 minutes to 10 days and for recurrence
intervals ranging from 2 months to 100 years to adequately
meet the needs of users. Mean rainfall frequency relations
were then calculated for each climatic section in the nine
states. The climatic trend at each station was measured
through use of the ratio of rainfall amounts in a 40 year-period
(1947-1986) to those for the previous 40-year period (1907-
1946) for selected recurrence intervals and rain durations.

From the point (station) data, frequency relations were
developed in the form of isohyetal maps for selected rain per-
iods and recurrence intervals (those most commonly used by
hydrological engineers and others). Regional maps were
derived for rain periods of 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48‚ 72, 120, and
240 hours, and for recurrence intervals of 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, and
100 years. Methods have been provided for computing rain-
fall for the lesser used storm periods of 5 to 30 minutes, and
for recurrence intervals of 2 to 12 months.

As indicated above, areal mean relations were also
determined for each climatic section in each state. Section lo-
cations are shown in figure 1. Results, presented in tabular
form, include the entire range of rain periods and recurrence
intervals used in the point rainfall computations. Assuming
approximate homogeneity of heavy rainfall climate within a
section, the average relations are considered more reliable
than point values. The mean section relationship helps mini-
mize the effects of the natural variability and human-induced
sampling errors, which sometimes distort the true distribution
pattern of heavy rainfall at specific sampling points (stations).
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PART 1. ANALYSES
1. DATA AND ANALYTICAL APPROACH

This study relied primarily on data from 275 daily
reporting stations of the National Weather Service (NWS)
cooperative network, which had records exceeding 50 years.
These data were provided in digital form by the National
Climatic Data Center and, in some cases, keypunched by the
Midwestern Climate Center from written records. The cover-
age ranged from good in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,
and Missouri to sparse in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Ohio, and
Kentucky. These data were supplemented by daily data from
134 cooperative stations with shorter records (1948 to present),
by first-order station data, and recording raingage data where
available (1948 to present) (figure 2).

Because the cooperative network provides only daily
amounts of rainfall, an empirical factor of 1.13 was used to
convert calendar-day rainfall to maximum 24-hour rainfall.
This empirical factor was developed by NWS analysts (U.S.
Weather Bureau, 1953) and confirmed by Hershfield (1961)
and Huff and Neill (1959a). This factor was investigated fur-
ther in the nine-state study by using all recording raingage data
for the period 1948-1987 in Indiana and Illinois. Analysis ver-
ified the earlier findings that 1.13 represented the average
ratio of maximum 24-hour to calendar-day rainfall in heavy
rainstorms. Conversion factors of 1.05 and 1.02, respectively,
were obtained for converting 2-day rainfall to maximum 48-
hour rainfall and 3-day rainfall to maximum 72-hour rainfall
in heavy storm events. The ratios decreased to 1.01 for 5-day
and 10-day storms. These are average factors that may vary
considerably between storms, but should result in only small
errors when applied to a large sample of storms, such as used
in this study. Table 2 shows the various conversion factors.

Recurrence-interval amounts for rain periods of less
than 24 hours were obtained from average ratios of x-hour/24-
hour rainfall. These ratios were determined primarily from
recording raingage data for 1948-1983 at 34 Illinois stations
and 21 stations in adjoining states (Huff and Angel, 1989).
Results of a similar study, based on the Chicago urban
network data for 1948-1974 (Huff and Vogel, 1976) and ratios
developed by Hershfield (1961) were also considered when
determining the empirical factors. All the information sources
provided ratios that were in close agreement. Results are
shown in table 3.

Frequency relations are usually developed for recur-
rence intervals of one year or longer. To meet some user
needs, however, it was necessary to develop frequency rela-
tions for time periods shorter than 12 months. The data
analysis showed that 2-month to 9-month frequency values
are strongly related to the 2-year values. The x-month/
24-month ratios were found to be spatially consistent for all
recurrence intervals. These ratios are shown in table 4 for

Figure 2. Stations used to derive the rainfall
frequencies

storm periods of 24 hours to 10 days. The 24-hour values are
also applicable to storm periods of less than 24-hour duration.

For each station, the data were used to determine the
annual maxima time series from the highest precipitation
amount recorded in each year for a given storm duration.
Station (point rainfall) frequency curves were then calculated
for the various storm rainfall durations of interest. For this
report, however, the annual maxima values were converted to
partial duration values by using the transformation factors
shown in table 5 (Huff and Neill, 1959a). The partial duration
series includes all of the high values recorded during a
sampling period without regard to their annual sequence.
Thus all of the 50 highest values occurring in a 50-year period
will be included in the partial duration series, but not neces-
sarily in the annual maxima series. Although the annual
maxima series is more adaptable to statistical testing, our
experience indicates that the partial duration values are
preferred by most users of heavy rainfall frequency relations,
especially engineers involved in the design and operation of
water control structures. The rainfall values are interchange-
able through use of table 5.
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Table 2. Ratio of Maximum Period
to Calendar-Day Precipitation

Table 3. Average Ratio of X-Hour/24-Hour Rainfall

Rain period (hours) Ratio (x-hour/24-hour)

Storm period (days) Ratio 18 0.94

1 1.13 12 0.87

2 1.05 6 0.75

3 1.02 3 0.64

5 1.01 2 0.58

10 1.01 1 0.47

0.50 (30 min.) 0.37

0.25 (15 min.) 0.27

0.17 (10 min.) 0.21

0.08 (5 min.) 0.12

Table 4. Relationship Between 2-Year and Shorter Interval Frequency Values
for Various Rainstorm Periods

Mean ratio (x-month to 24-month rainfall) for given rainstorm period

Storm
period
(hours)

2-
month

3-
month

4-
month

6-
month

9-
month

12-
month

24 0.46 0.53 0.58 0.67 0.76 0.83

48 0.44 0.51 0.57 0.66 0.76 0.83

72 0.43 0.51 0.57 0.66 0.76 0.83

120 0.42 0.50 0.57 0.66 0.76 0.83

240 0.41 0.49 0.57 0.66 0.76 0.83

Table 5. Ratio of Partial Duration to Annual Maximum Frequencies

Ratio for given recurrence interval

Precipitation period (hours) 2-year 5-year 10-year

24 1.13 1.05 1.01

48 1.09 1.02 1.01

120 1.08 1.01 1.00

240 1.08 1.01 1.00



2. STATISTICAL METHODS

Background
In previous Illinois studies (Huff and Neill, 1959a;

Huff and Angel, 1989), various statistical distributions were
tested for their applicability in fitting extreme rainfall data
in the Midwest. These distributions included log normal,
Gumbel (1941). Frechet (Gumbel, 1956), Chow (1954),
Jenkinson (1955), and log-Pearson (Reich, 1972). Log-
log and semi-log fitting procedures were also investigated.
Recently, as part of our nine-state study, an investigation
was also made of the application of L-moments and maxi-
mum likelihood fitting methods to the generalized extreme
value theory (Wallis, 1989; Hosking, 1990). Results were
compared with those generated by the Huff-Angel method
described below.

No single statistical distribution was found in the earlier
Illinois studies (Huff and Neill, 1959b; Huff and Angel, 1989)
that would consistently provide a satisfactory fit over the wide
range of rain periods and recurrence intervals required to meet
user needs. These studies generally showed that the Frechet,
log-Pearson, and log-log methods provided the best fit for
recurrence intervals exceeding 2 years. These methods, how-
ever, produced unsatisfactory estimates of rainfall values for
recurrence intervals of 2 months to 2 years. For these shorter
intervals, log-normal and semi-log fittings of the data often
closely approximated the values indicated by plotting the
ranked observational data.

These findings support those of Sevruk and Geiger
(1980) who made an extensive appraisal of distribution
types for extremes of precipitation for the World Meteorologi-
cal Organization (WMO). But Sevruk and Geiger’s worldwide
appraisal did not reach a conclusion concerning the
superiority of any particular distribution. They point out that
“some distributions, however, may be superior to others
under given seasonal and/or geographical conditions.” This
agrees with earlier Illinois findings, which indicated that
the Frechet distribution was most applicable to annual,
spring, summer, and fall data, but the log-normal distri-
bution provided the best fit for winter data (Huff and
Neill, 1959b).

Analytical Method Employed
in the Nine-State Study

For our nine-state study, a log-log graphical analysis,
hereafter referred to as the Huff-Angel method, was used for
final derivation of the frequency relations. This method
resulted in smooth curves, such as those illustrated in the
Illinois example in figure 3. This figure shows the frequency
distribution of 24-hour maximum rainfall amounts for recur-
rence intervals varying from 2 months to 100 years. A major
change is reflected in the distribution characteristics for the
two sectional curves near the 2-year recurrence interval.

Figure 3. Typical sectional curves in Illinois
for various recurrence intervals

Similar curves were obtained for the various sections and
individual stations (sampling points) used in our nine-
state study. The curve shape varied somewhat among sta-
tions, however. For example, at some stations, the change in
curvature began closer to the 5-year than the 2-year recurrence
interval. Changes in curve characteristics also occurred some-
times with increasing length of rain periods, but a smooth
shape was preserved. For most stations, however, a linear
fit was provided for return periods of 2 years or more.
This method is more subjective than using specific statistical
methods, such as L-moments or maximum likelihood, to fit
a specific statistical distribution (such as log-normal,
Gumbel, etc.). However, it does allow the analyst to
incorporate meteorological-climatological knowledge and
other pertinent findings from the various analysis procedures
employed in the study. For example, human-made sampling
errors were sometimes obvious in our nine-state study from
comparison of station rainfall values within areas of
approximately homogeneous precipitation climate. The
integration of all available information is especially helpful
in evaluating the rarer events (outliers) appearing in some
station records.

The Huff-Angel method places acutoff on extrapolation
at or near the 100-year frequency, since the data are not fitted
to a specific mathematical distribution. For reasons cited
earlier, however, extrapolation of any frequency relation much
beyond the limits of the data sample (80+ years at most long-
term stations) is not recommended. Furthermore, climatic and
physiographic variations can cause the “best-fit” statistical
distribution to vary within a single state as shown by Huff and
Neill (1959a).
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Comparison of Huff-Angel, L-moments,
and Maximum Likelihood Methods’ Fitting
Procedures for Selected States

To evaluate the maximum likelihood and L-moments
methods, the generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution
was used because of (1) its versatility (the Gumbel and Frechet
distributions, for example, are really special cases of the
GEV) and (2) the need for a uniform distribution for compari-
son purposes. A literature search also indicated that the GEV
distribution would be the most appropriate statistical distribu-
tion for computing point rainfall frequency relations.

Maximum Likelihood Method
The maximum likelihood method is a standard statisti-

cal procedure used in fitting a variety of hydrological data
(e.g., Kite, 1977; Farago and Katz, 1990). For the stations used
in this study, the sample size was always greater than 36 (64
on average). This method should thus yield relatively unbi-
ased estimates of the parameters.

L-moments Method
Recently, another method for fitting distributions

appeared in the literature, the L-moments method (Hosking,
1990). This method, analogous to the method of moments
(L-mean, L-skewness, etc.), uses linear combinations of order
statistics to develop estimates of the distribution. Theoreti-
cally, the advantages of this approach over the traditional
method of moments are the smaller impact of outliers and the
more accurate inferences derived from smaller samples. This
method is being used by NWS in updating rainfall frequency
relationships in the western United States (Vogel, personal
communication, 1991).

In practice, the L-moments method is more involved
than either the Huff-Angel or maximum likelihood methods,
since it uses regional values to estimate some of the param-
eters. Thus care must be taken in grouping the stations into
appropriate regions by plotting the L-skewness versus L-
kurtosis to look for groupings, calculating a discordancy
measure by station to indicate potential problems, and exam-
ining heterogeneity through Monte Carlo simulations. All this
can easily be done using available software (Hosking. 1991).
Once the stations are properly grouped, the precipitation
amounts for various return periods can be calculated with the
appropriate distribution, based on a goodness-of-fit measure.

L-moments Regions
The L-moments technique is relatively new and thus

requires a more detailed discussion regarding its application.
Because this method uses a regional approach to estimate the
frequency distributionsat individual sites, its potential advan-
tages are that it minimizes the sampling errors at individual
sites and maximizes the number of available observations.
Two crucial factors in this approach include the ability to
identify homogeneous regions and the assumption that the
individual sites are independent of each other. Hosking and
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Wallis (1991) describe the four steps to developing a regional
frequency analysis.

1. Screening the data. The data are controlled to pro-
vide a valid analysis. Hosking and Wallis (1991) employ a
discordancy  measure based on  the sample L-moments and the
sample covariance matrix to identify stations that did not fit
into the group due to data errors or to identify stations that
belong in some other group.

2. Identifying homogeneous regions. Stations are
grouped according to their statistical and geographical char-
acteristics. The suggested method compares the L-covariance
from the observed data with simulated data from a homoge-
neous region (using Monte Carlo techniques). The differences
are divided by the standard deviation of the simulations to
become the measure of heterogeneity (H). If H is less than 1,
then the region is fairly homogeneous. Values greater than 2
are considered fairly heterogeneous.

3. Selecting the frequency distribution. Hosking and
Wallis (1991) proposed a goodness-of-fit test to identify
appropriate distributions from a family of distributions. The
test statistics (Z) are the difference between the observed and
fitted regional L-kurtosis divided by the standard deviation of
the observed L-kurtosis. Values sufficiently close to zero
indicate a “‘good” fit.

4. Calculating the regional frequency distribution. The
homogeneous regions are used to calculate the frequency
distributions for the stations in each region.

The application of this methodology to the stations in
Indiana and Minnesota proved somewhat difficult and re-
quired a number of subjective decisions. Initially, the stations
were grouped by NWS climate division since these divisions
are widely accepted as areas of reasonably homogeneous cli-
mate. Interestingly, several sites yielded high discordancy
and heterogeneous indices indicating that they belonged in
other regions. After several iterations, seven regions in Indi-
ana (figure 4) and four regions in Minnesota (figure 5) were
selected. As the maps show, the final regions are not always
geographically coherent. Probably the worst case is the three
stations in group 1 in Minnesota  (figure 5): on Lake Superior,
along the Minnesota-Wisconsin border, and in the southwest
comer of the state. As Hosking and Wallis (1991) rightly point
out, however, the physical evidence should take precedence
over the statistical evidence. Therefore these three stations
should be incorporated into the other groups. Since the
L-moments method was not used for this report, however, a
more sophisticated treatment of the regionalization was
not developed.

The task of regional frequency analysis is further com-
plicated by extreme rainfall events that may not be spatially
independent (see Chapter 8). Spatial correlations between
stations will cause problems with the test statistics, especially
the heterogeneity and goodness-of-fit test. Hosking and Wallis
(1991) therefore recommend that these statistics only be used
as guidelines and not for hypothesis testing.

In general, assuming readily identifiable homogeneous
precipitation regions with highly independent stations, one



can take full advantage of regional analysis to overcome sam-
pling errors and short records. In the application here, how-
ever, the appropriateness of aregional analysis is not as clear-
cut since identifying homogeneous regions is difficult and
some spatial correlation exists among extreme rainfall events.

The standard method of moments technique was not
used in the comparisons due to its relatively poor performance
compared with the other techniques (based on preliminary
data). This method has been generally applied to the Gum-
bel distribution.

Results
For comparison of the three methods, Indiana and

Minnesota were selected for their relatively diverse climatic
features in the Midwest region. The Huff-Angel values had
been previously calculated and were not influenced by the
results of the other two methods. The Huff-Angel and maxi-
mum likelihood methods were applied to individual stations.
On the other hand, the L-moments method was applied to
homogeneous groups of stations. The results are presented by state.

Indiana. Tables 6 and 7 summarize the differences
found for 41 stations in Indiana from comparison of 24-hour,
100-year rainfall estimates. In general, the Huff-Angel method
yielded slightly higher rainfall amounts than either the L-
moments or maximum likelihood methods. The root mean
square errors (RMSE) are about the same for all three meth-
ods. Analysis of the correlation between the L-moments and
Huff-Angel methods shows good agreement throughout the
25-year recurrence interval (table 6 and figure 6). This
relationship deteriorates somewhat at the longer intervals, as

Figure 4. L-moments groups for Indiana Figure 5. L-moments groups for Minnesota

expected, because the methods extrapolate beyond the data,
thus increasing the uncertainty in the values. No strong
evidence of a bias is present until the 100-year amounts, which
are being estimated with less than 100 years of data (35 to
85-year records), are reached, and any differences in the
methods become more noticeable at the rarer recurrence
intervals. Figure 7 shows examples of good (Albion, IN) and
poor agreement (Bloomington, IN).

The 100-year values from the Huff-Angel and the L-
moments methods were used in a worst-case comparison.
Differences will usually be largest at this return period. The
Huff-Angel method resulted in larger 100-year values at 21
stations (51 percent), compared with 19 stations (46 percent)
with the L-moments method. One station (2 percent) had
equal values with the two methods. The mean of the 100-year
values was 6.4 inches for the L-moments method and 6.6
inches with the Huff-Angel method. The median difference
(0.2 inch) is equivalent to a 3 percent difference. The median
difference (0.3 inches) is equivalent to a 5 percent difference.
These relatively small differences are insignificant from a
meteorological standpoint. Differences much greater than
those obtained from the two fitting methods could result from
natural variability, human-induced variability, and extrapola-
tion of the curves beyond the data to determine the 100-year
values. For example, for the 100-year values, the spatial
variance between the 41 stations was 1.04 inches while the
variance of the differences between the Huff-Angel and L-
moments methods was 0.54 inch.

Although the data do not strictly satisfy all the assump-
tions, a simple Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) model shows
that there are no significant differences in the state-wide mean
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Return
period

2

5

10

25

50

100

Table 6. Comparison of Three Methods
for Estimating 24-hour Maximum Amounts at Selected Return Periods for Indiana

Huff-Angel vs.
Maximum likelihood

Huff-Angel vs.
L-moments

Maximum likelihood
vs. L-moments

Mean Corre- Mean Corre- Mean Corre-
difference lation difference lation difference lation
(inches) (inches) (inches)

-0.03 0.98 -0.03 0.91 0.00 0.97

0.05 0.94 0.02 0.90 -0.03 0.98

0.07 0.96 0.03 0.92 -0.04 0.96

0.07 0.90 0.03 0.88 -0.04 0.89

0.06 0.81 0.04 0.79 -0.03 0.84

0.07 0.72 0.07 0.70 0.01 0.79

for the three methods. An examination of the data shows that
some degree of skewness is present (figure 8). The estimates
from the maximum likelihood method are least conservative
(have a longer tail), and the L-moments estimates are most
conservative with many more values lying in the middle of the
distribution. The estimates by the Huff-Angel method rank
between the other two methods.

To summarize, there are no meteorological or statistical
differences in the methods used. By design, however, the L-
moments method gives slightly more conservative values
than the other two methods. Since wearedealing with samples
from an unknown population, it is difficult to ascertain if more
conservative values are better or not. The more conservative
estimates may provide a relatively poor fit to the observa-
tional data in some cases. For example, in figure 7, the Huff-
Angel curve appears to fit the observational data better than
the L-moments curve.

The results of the L-moments study for Indiana were
mapped, analyzed, and compared with the results of the Huff-
Angel method for the 100-year, 24-hour values (figure 9).
Although the patterns for both methods are generally similar,
some of the spatial detail is lost in the L-moments pattern
(figure 9b), especially in southern Indiana. Both maps show
a ridge of relatively heavy rainfall extending south-southwest
from north-central Indiana to its southwestern border. The L-
moments map (figure 9b) indicates an increase in the rainfall
gradient northward along theridge—that is, the highest values
(8 inches) are indicated in north-central Indians—but the
rainfall gradient increases from north to south on the Huff-
Angel map (figure 9a). Interstate analyses showed that the
ridge continues south-southwest from southwestern Indiana
to a maximum in southeastern Illinois and western Kentucky:
this agrees with the general climatic gradient of rainfall in
these midwestern states. The L-moments high in north-central
Indiana (figure 9b) was apparently produced by data from two

1 0

short-term stations at Logansport and Warsaw. As shown on
the Huff-Angel map (figure 9a), the north-central high is
squeezed between lows to the west, east, and north, and is the
northern extremity of the rainfall high.

In southern Indiana, the Huff-Angel pattern also indi-
cates a low extending northeast from the southern border. This
low appears to be an extension of relatively low 100-year
rainfall amounts over eastern Indiana, western Ohio, and
eastern Kentucky (as shown by interstate analyses). Thus
there is relatively strong climatological support for this
pattern anomaly. The Indiana low has been essentially elimi-
nated by the L-moments fitting process.

A third region of some disagreement exists in extreme
northwestern Indiana. Here, the Huff-Angel map indicates a
more intense rainfall center (9 inches) than the L-moments
pattern (8 inches). This high has strong climatological support
with respect to location and intensity from Valparaiso and
LaPorte in Indiana and from stations to the west and northwest
in northeastern Illinois (Kankakee, Joliet, and Aurora). The L-
moments process recognizes the pattem, but appears to reduce
the magnitude more than is supported by the observational
data responsible for establishment of the pattern anomaly.

The foregoing examples are presented to emphasize the
necessity for integrating meteorological-climatological in-
formation and knowledge into rainfall frequency analyses,
rather than placing complete dependency on a favored statis-
tical distribution. The strictly statistical approach eliminates
the subjectivity factor, but, in so doing, it ignores important
scientific information pertinent to the problem. For the Huff-
Angel and L-moments methods, the maps of the 100-year
recurrence values showed the largest differences. All of the
shorter recurrence-interval patterns, however, were in close
agreement for the two methods.

Minnesota. In Minnesota, 25 long-term stations were
used. Table 8 shows that the Huff-Angel method is in closer
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Table 7. Performance of Huff-Angel and L-moments Methods
at the 24-Hour, 100-Year Recurrence Interval by 41 Stations in Indiana

(a) (b)
Site Huff-Angel L-moments Difference Ratio (a):(b)

Albion 5.3 5.0 0.3 1.1

Anderson 5.6 5.2 0.4 1.1

Angola 6.0 5.4 0.6 1.1

Berne 4.8 5.3 -0.5 0.9

Bloomington 7.9 6.4 1.5 1.2

Bowling Green 7.5 7.2 0.3 1.0

Collegeville 5.6 6.0 -0.4 0.9

Columbus 8.6 7.1 1.5 1.2

Evansville 5.8 6.4 -0.6 0.9

Farmland 5.4 5.5 -0.1 1.0

Ft. Wayne 5.5 4.9 0.6 1.1

Frankfort 5.9 6.0 -0.1 1.0

Goshen College 6.8 5.4 1.4 1.3

Indianapolis 5.4 5.8 -0.4 0.9

Jasper 6.7 7.5 -0.8 0.9

Kokomo 7.9 6.3 1.6 1.3

Logansport 7.1 8.4 -1.3 0.8

Marion 6.0 6.5 -0.5 0.9

Markland Dam 6.2 6.3 -0.1 1.0

Moors Hill 5.7 6.3 -0.6 0.9

Mt. Vernon 6.8 7.9 -1.1 0.9

Oolitic 5.4 6.4 -1.0 0.8

Paoli 6.0 6.3 -0.3 1.0

Plymouth 5.6 5.8 -0.2 1.0

Princeton 9.7 7.9 1.8 1.2

Richmond 6.6 5.5 1.1 1.2

Rockville 7.6 6.9 0.7 1.1

Rushville 5.5 5.7 -0.2 1.0

Scottsburg 7.0 6.4 0.6 1.1

Seymour 6.6 6.1 0.5 1.1
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Table 7. Concluded

(a) (b)

Site Huff-Angel L-moments Difference Ratio (a):(b)

South Bend 5.3 5.4 -0.1 1.0

Tell City 7.0 7.8 -0.8 0.9

Terre Haute 6.7 6.3 0.4 1.1

Valparaiso 9.0 7.9 1.1 1.1

Wabash 6.1 5.8 0.3 1.1

Warsaw 7.6 8.2 -0.6 0.9

Washington 7.7 6.4 1.3 1.2

West Lafayette 5.7 5.7 0.0 1.0

Wheatfield 6.2 5.9 0.3 1.1

Whitestown 8.8 7.1 1.7 1.2

Winamac 6.7 6.2 0.5 1.1

Mean 6.6 6.4 0.2* 1.0

Median 6.2 6.3 0.3 1.0

Range 4.8 to 9.7 4.9 to 8.4 -1.3 to 1.9 0.8 to 1.3

L-moments < Huff-Angel 21 (51%)

L-moments = Huff-Angel 1 (2%)

L-moments > Huff-Angel 19 (46%)

*This value does not match the one in table 6 because the amounts are to one decimal place in this table.



Figure 6. Correlation between L-moments and Huff-Angel methods
for 2-, 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-year recurrence intervals, and 24-hour rainfall amounts
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Figure 7. Curve-fitting comparisons for 1-day amounts

agreement with the L-moments method than with the maxi-
mum likelihood method. The correlations also remain higher
for the 50- and 100-year recurrence intervals than those for
Indiana, indicating a better agreement at the longer intervals.

The mean 24-hour, 100-year values for the Huff-Angel,
L-moments, and maximum likelihood methods are 5.81, 5.80,
and 5.70 inches, respectively. Using a simple Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) model, there are no significant differ-
ences in the three methods. The histograms of the 100-year
values (figure 10) indicate that the Huff-Angel method more
closely approximates a normal distribution than either of the
other two methods. Overall, there is less skewness than in the
Indiana data. The Huff-Angel method yielded larger values in
10 cases (40 percent), and smaller values in 12 cases
(48 percent), compared to the L-moments method. The two
methods agreed in 3 cases (12 percent), as shown in table 9.

The differences between the methods are generally nei-
ther statistically significant nor (more importantly) meteoro-
logically significant. As in Indiana, there are no systematic
biases between the methods except at the longest return period
(100 years).

1 4

Figure 8. Histogram comparisons
for 1-day rainfall amounts in Indiana



Figure 9. Comparison of Huff-Angel and L-moments methods for 100-year, 24-hour rainfall in Indiana

Table 8. Comparison of Three Methods
for Estimating 24-Hour Maximum Amounts at Selected Return Periods for Minnesota

Huff-Angel vs. Huff-Angel vs. Maximum likelihood
Maximum likelihood L-moments vs. L-moments

Return Mean Corre- Mean Corre- Mean Corre-
period difference lation difference lation difference lation

(inches) (inches) (in.)

2 0.00 0.94 0.01 0.94 0.01 0.99

5 0.05 0.97 0.05 0.95 0.00 0.98

10 0.11 0.97 0.09 0.92 -0.02 0.96

25 0.14 0.93 0.09 0.89 -0.05 0.93

50 0.15 0.89 0.07 0.85 -0.08 0.90

100 0.11 0.83 0.01 0.80 -0.10 0.87

15
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Figure 10. Histogram comparisons for 1-day rainfall in Minnesota
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Table 9. Performance of Huff-Angel and L-moments Methods
at the 24-Hour, 100-year Recurrence Interval for 25 Stations in Minnesota

Site (a) Huff-Angel (b) L-moments Difference Ratio (a):(b)

Baudette 5.9 4.8 1.1 1.2

Bird Island 5.4 5.4 0.0 1.0

Canby 4.2 5.5 -1.3 0.8

Cloquet 4.7 5.7 -1.0 0.8

Crookston 6.8 6.0 0.8 1.1

Detroit Lake 5.7 4.9 0.8 1.2

Grand Marais 4.2 3.7 0.5 1.1

Grand Meadow 7.0 7.1 -0.1 1.0

Grand Rapids 5.8 5.4 0.4 1.1

Hallock 6.4 5.8 0.6 1.1

Itasca 6.7 6.0 0.7 1.1

Little Falls 5.7 5.7 0.0 1.0

Minneapolis-St. Paul 7.1 6.5 0.6 1.1

Mora 3.9 4.4 -0.5 0.9

Morris 6.5 6.4 0.1 1.0

Pine River Dam 5.0 5.4 -0.4 0.9

Redwood Falls 4.0 4.0 0.0 1.0

Virginia 5.9 6.1 -0.2 1.0

Wadena 5.8 5.9 -0.1 1.0

Waseca 6.4 6.0 0.4 1.1

Willmar 6.2 7.2 -1.0 0.9

Winnebago 7.0 7.1 -0.1 1.0

Winona 5.3 6.0 -0.7 0.9

Worthington 7.0 7.1 -0.1 1.0

Zumbrota 6.7 7.1 -0.4 0.9

Mean 5.8 5.8 0.0 1.0

Median 5.9 5.9 0.0 1.0

Range 3.9 to 7.1 3.7 to 7.2 -1.3 to 1.1 0.8 to 1.2

L-moments < Huff-Angel 10 (40%)

L-moments = Huff-Angel 3 (12%)

L-moments > Huff-Angel 12 (48%)



3. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF HEAVY RAINFALL EVENTS

In our nine-state study, we have used two methods of
data analysis and presentation of results: isohytal maps and
areal averages. Both methods have advantages and disadvan-
tages, but together they provide adequate information for the
varied needs of users. Descriptions of the two methods and
the results obtained are presented in this section.

A major problem encountered was how to develop the
frequency relations to provide maximum accuracy and reli-
ability for the user. As indicated previously, a major source of
sampling error results from poor raingage exposure, inad-
equate gage maintenance, plus human-induced errors during
data entry and data reduction. Nonrepresentative spatial
variability may be introduced by rarely experienced severe
rainstorms (outlier events), which do not properly reflect the
average frequency distribution expected within the 100-year
time frame covered by this study. While the time distribution
analysis may eliminate outliers with respect to that station, it
is much harder to remove systematic biases such as poor
exposure or improperly maintained equipment. In both the
isohyetal maps and the areal averages, every effort was made
to minimize these types of errors.

Point Rainfall Frequency Distributions
Most frequency relations in the past have used isohyetal

maps to present the frequency distributions (Yarnell, 1935;
Hershfield, 1961). Although this approach can be susceptible
to considerable subjectivity and sampling errors, it is useful
and familiar to most users. It also facilitates accounting for
smaller-scale features in water-control design processes.
Examples of small-scale features are increased rainfall found
downwind of large urban areas (Huff and Changnon, 1973)
and changes associated with small-scale geographical fea-
tures such as the hills of southern Illinois (Huff et al., 1975).
In the nine-state project, only observations supported by two
or more stations have been incorporated into the analyses.

For each state, isohyetal patterns of point rainfall were
developed for the recurrence intervals and rainfall periods
indicated earlier (2-year to 100-year; 1-hour to 240-hours).
Several variables were used in establishing these patterns: 1)
the frequency relations derived for each precipitation station
from the recorded data at that station; 2) climatological-
meteorological knowledge of the regional precipitation char-
acteristics; and 3) known effects of physiographic features,
inadvertent weather modification factors, or both within
various regions of the state.

Initially, maps were plotted for each selected recur-
rence interval and rainfall duration from the individual station
frequency distributions. Based strictly on the station data,
isohyetal patterns were then lightly sketched to reveal areas
where pattern distortions occur. These distortions are most
often due to natural and/or human-induced variability (dis-
cussed earlier). At this point, consideration of variables (2)
and (3) above becomes important in adjusting the isohyetal
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patterns to overcome unrealistic precipitation differences that
may occur within areas of approximately homogeneous pre-
cipitation climate. But care must be taken not to overlook real
spatial variations related to physiographic and inadvertent
weather factors.

For example, in our Illinois pilot study, the isohyetal
patterns downwind of the St. Louis metropolitan area showed
an expected increase in the occurrence of heavy rainstorms.
This was a real variation as opposed to a variability distortion
(Changnon et al., 1977). An increase in the frequency dis-
tribution of heavy storm events in western Illinois was
determined to be real and related to a well-recognized thun-
derstorm breeding area in the Missouri Ozarks located to the
southwest (upwind of the high identified in the isohyetal
analyses). Similarly, climatic variations produced substantial
changes in the heavy rainstorm distribution characteristics
from north to south in the state. There were also several areas,
however, in which no real cause could be found for substantial
differences in precipitation within relatively short distances.
These differences were considered sampling vagaries (unreal
variation) and the isohyetal pattern was adjusted to agree with
the distributions indicated by other stations in the surrounding
region. In summary, we believe that careful attention to
variables (1), (2), and (3) will produce logical, reliable
isohyetal patterns that closely approximate the true distri-
bution characteristics of heavy rainstorms within each state
and for the nine-state region. This analytical philosophy was
followed throughout the study.

The adjusted isohyetal patterns resulting from the
foregoing analytical procedures are shown in the maps in part
2 of this report for selected recurrence intervals ranging from
2 years to 100 years and rainfall periods varying from 1 hour
to 10 days. To determine frequency values for rainfall periods
of less than 1 hour, recurrence intervals of less than 2 years,
or both, tables 3 and 4 in chapter 1 provide information for
computing amounts for rain periods as small as 5 minutes and
recurrence intervals as short as 2 months. Note that isohyets
extending over the Great Lakes are for maintaining continuity
and may not reflect actual conditions over the lakes.

The isohyetal gradient sometimes varies appreciably
between consecutive maps in part 2. This was necessary to
maintain proper display of the spatial pattern characteristics
(highs, lows, troughs, ridges, etc.) indicated by the data. It was
considered pertinent to show all features of the isohyetal
patterns that persisted throughout all or most of the storm
durations and recurrence intervals provided in the map series.
These features reflect the combined effects of precipitation
climate and other factors such as topography (hills, valleys,
and large water bodies) and urban influences.

Areal Mean Frequency Distributions
Another approach to the spatial distribution problem is

a method used by Huff and Neill (1959) in an earlier Illinois



study to alleviate the consequences of spatial variability. The
state was divided into regions of approximately homogeneous
climate with respect to heavy rainstorm events. Average
relations were then developed for each division. In our
Midwest study, however, consideration of available climate
information on the distribution of heavy rainfall and
climatological-meteorological knowledge of storm system
characteristics indicated that the well-established NWS cli-
matic divisions could be used to divide the states. The only
exception was Illinois, where a slight change was made in the
established divisions to more accurately reflect a combined
effect from the Ozarks and the Mississippi River valley in the
western part of the state. While NWS climate division aver-
ages are recommended by the authors for most purposes,
hydrologists often prefer to use isohyetal maps (when working
with basins that cover two or more climate divisions
for example).

The foregoing technique does not eliminate the poten-
tial sampling errors in the data samples, but it does moderate
their effect in regions of similar precipitation climate, and
should produce better estimates of the true distribution of
heavy rainstorms across the nine-state region. Unless the

divisions are properly selected, however, the averaging tech-
nique may mask real small-scale effects, such as those in-
duced in the vicinity of the Great Lakes or the Missouri
Ozarks. This problem would become more acute in regions
incorporating major changes in topography, such as the
Rocky Mountain and Appalachian regions.

Frequency relations for sectional mean rainfall for each
state are shown in the sectional mean frequency distribution
tables in part 2. Rainfall values are provided for recurrence in-
tervals ranging from 5 minutes to 10 days, and for recurrence
intervals varying from 2 months to 100 years in each section.

Use of the tables is indicated by the following example
for Indiana (table 2 in part 2). Assume a user wishes to
determine the 24-hour rainfall amount expected to occur, on
the average, of once in 25 years at a given location in the
Northwest Climate Section. Move down the duration column
to 24 hours, which corresponds to 5.22 inches in the 25-year
column. This is the average 25-year amount for the section.
In a specific 25-year period, however, this value may vary
somewhat between individual points due to random spatial
variability within the relatively homogeneous precipitation
climate of the section.
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4. TIME DISTRIBUTIONS OF RAINFALL IN HEAVY STORMS

Modern runoff models used in the design of urban and
small-basin water-control structures, necessitate defining the
time distribution characteristics within heavy rainstorms.
Such information is also pertinent to the use of the frequency
distributions presented in this report. Huff (1990) used data
from long-term operation of three recording raingage net-
works in Illinois to develop time distribution relationships.
Although based upon Illinois data, these relationships should
be applicable to our nine-state region and other locations of
similar precipitation. The Illinois study was undertaken be-
cause earlier time distribution models, developed by the Soil
Conservation Service (1972) and others, were not considered
satisfactory for use in the Midwest’s heavy rainstorms.

Method and Results of Analysis
The time distributions were expressed as cumulative

percentages of storm rainfall and storm duration to enable
valid comparisons between storms and to simplify analyses
and presentation of data. Relations were developed for point
rainfall and for areas of 10 to 400 square miles. Areal group-
ings showed only small changes in the time distributions
with increasing sampling area. Therefore, average relations
were determined for point rainfall and for areas of 10 to 50
and 50 to 400 square miles. Rainfall distributions were
grouped according to whether the heaviest rainfall occurred
in the first, second, third, or fourth quarter of a storm. For
each quartile grouping, a family of curves was then derived
to provide a quantitative measure of the interstorm variability
expected to occur within that group. The interstorm variabil-
ity was then expressed in probability terms for user
application.

Tables 10-12 have been abstracted from the Huff report
(1990). Table 10 shows the median time distribution of heavy
storm rainfall at a point, table 11 for areas of 10 to 50 square
miles, and table 12 for areas of 50 to 400 square miles. These
tables show cumulative percent of rainfall expressed as
a function of the cumulative percent of total storm time
(storm duration) for first-, second-, third-, and fourth-
quartile storms.

The median distributions are most commonly used by
hydrologists and others. The reader is referred to Huff (1990)
for additional information on time distributions for probabil-
ity levels ranging from 10 to 90 percent. For example, table
13, assembled from the families of curves provided in the
referenced report, shows time distributions at the 10, 50, and
90 percent probability levels in first-quartile storms for areas
of 50 to 400 square miles. The 10 and 90 percent distributions
are useful for estimating runoff relations in the more extreme
types of time distributions.

Application of Results
For mean rainfall on small basins (≤ 400 square miles),

the first- and second-quartile storms were found to be most
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prevalent (33 percent each), followedby third-quartile storms
(23 percent), and fourth-quartile storms (11 percent). For
point rainfall, first-quartile storms were most prevalent (37
percent), followed by second-quartile storms (27 percent),
third-quartile storms (21 percent), and fourth-quartile storms
(15 percent).

Storms with durations of 6 hours or less, 6.1 to 12
hours, 12.1 to 24 hours, and greater than 24 hours tended to be
associated with first-, second-, third-, and fourth-quartile
distributions, respectively.

For most structural design applications, use of the
quartile type occurring most often is recommended for the
design duration under consideration. For example, use the
first-quartile curves for design durations of 6 hours and less,
and use the second-quartile distributions for designs involv-
ing storm durations of 6.1 to 12 hours.

Using Results in Structural Design Problems:
Case Studies

Case One
First, assume that a design based on a 5-inch rainstorm

of 6-hour duration is being determined for a given point,
based on a median or average time distribution. In this case,
a first-quartile median curve would be appropriate. Then,
from table 10, one can determine that 33 percent of the rain-
fall total (1.67 inches) would occur in the first 10 percent
(36 minutes) of the storm. Similarly, 60 percent (3.00 inches)
would be expected to occur in the first 25 percent (90 minutes)
of the storm, and 82 percent (4.10 inches) in the first 50 percent
(3 hours) of the rain period.

Case Two
Now, assume that the same design problem involves

a 5-inch, 6-hour storm on a basin encompassing 100 square
miles. Then, refer to table 12. In this case, the median
values indicate that the areal average would be 17 percent of
the rain (0.85 inch) in the first 10 percent (36 minutes) of a
first-quartile storm. During the first 25 percent of the storm
(90 minutes), 63 percent of the rain (3.15 inches) would fall,
and during the first 50 percent (3 hours), 86 percent
(4.30 inches) would fall.

Case Three
If a second-quartile instead of a first-quartile storm

were used as the design basis for the 100-square-mile
area, only 4 percent (0.20 inch) would occur in the first
10 percent of the storm. This would increase to 21 percent
(1.05 inches) in the first 25 percent (90 minutes) of the
storm period.

Then a rapid increase to 73 percent of the total
rainfall (3.65 inches) would occur by the halfway point of
the storm event.
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Table 10. Median Time Distributions of Heavy Storm Rainfall
at a Point

Cumulative storm rainfall (percent) for given storm type

Cumulative
storm time (percent)

First-
quartile

Second-
quartile

Third-
quartile

Fourth-
quartile

5 16 3 3 2

10 33 8 6 5

15 43 12 9 8

20 52 16 12 10

25 60 22 15 13

30 66 29 19 16

35 71 39 23 19

40 75 51 27 22

45 79 62 32 25

50 82 70 38 28

55 84 76 45 32

60 86 81 57 35

65 88 85 70 39

70 90 88 79 45

75 92 91 85 51

80 94 93 89 59

85 96 95 92 72

90 97 97 95 84

95 98 98 97 92
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Table 11. Median Time Distributions of Heavy Storm Rainfall
on Areas of 10 to 50 Square Miles

Cumulative storm rainfall (percent) for given storm type

Cumulative
storm time (percent)

First-
quartile

Second-
quartile

Third-
quartile

Fourth-
quartile

5 12 3 2 2

10 25 6 5 4

15 38 10 8 7

20 51 14 12 9

25 62 21 14 11

30 69 30 17 13

35 74 40 20 15

40 78 52 23 18

45 81 63 27 21

50 84 72 33 24

55 86 78 42 27

60 88 83 55 30

65 90 87 69 34

70 92 90 79 40

75 94 92 86 47

80 95 94 91 57

85 96 96 94 74

90 97 97 96 88

95 98 98 98 95
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Table 12. Median Time Distributions of Heavy Storm Rainfall
on Areas of 50 to 400 Square Miles

Cumulative storm rainfall (percent) for given storm type

Cumulative
storm time (percent)

First-
quartile

Second-
quartile

Third-
quartile

Fourth-
quartile

5 8 2 2 2

10 17 4 4 3

15 34 8 7 5

20 50 12 10 7

25 63 21 12 9

30 71 31 14 10

35 76 42 16 12

40 80 53 19 14

45 83 64 22 16

50 86 73 29 19

55 88 80 39 21

60 90 86 54 25

65 92 89 68 29

70 93 92 79 35

75 95 94 87 43

80 96 96 92 54

85 97 97 95 75

90 98 98 97 92

95 99 99 99 97
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Table 13. Time Distributions of Areal Mean Rainfall on 50 to 400 Square Miles
in First-Quartile Storms at Probability Levels of 10, 50, and 90 Percent

Cumulative storm rainfall for given storm probability

Cumulative
storm time (percent)

10 percent 50 percent 90 percent

5 24 8 2

10 50 17 4

15 71 34 13

20 84 50 28

25 89 63 39

30 92 71 46

35 94 76 49

40 95 80 52

45 96 83 55

50 97 86 57

55 98 88 60

60 98 90 63

65 98 92 67

70 99 93 72

75 99 95 76

80 99 96 82

85 99 97 89

90 99 98 94

95 99 99 97



5. SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF HEAVY RAINFALL

Background
In the design of some hydrological systems or struc-

tures, it is pertinent to know the seasonal characteristics
of heavy rainstorms as well as the frequency distributions of
maximum storm rainfall amounts for various storm durations.
For example, when the soil is near saturation, a spring storm
of intensity equivalent to a 5-year recurrence interval may
have different consequences than had the same storm
occurred in a drier summer month. Winter storms, while gen-
erally producing less precipitation than summer storms, can
be devastating if they occur over frozen ground. With or
without snow cover, these winter storms can cause rapid
flooding. Heavy rainfall storms in the early spring and late fall
may lead to higher rates of erosion due to tillage practices
and a lack of vegetative cover.

Unfortunately, a lack of resources prohibited an exten-
sive analysis of seasonal rainfall frequencies, comparable
to the annual analysis. This report, however, presents three
studies by the authors to provide some insight regarding the
behavior of heavy rainstorms across the seasons in
the Midwest.

Analysis and Results
The studies used the traditional four seasons: winter

(December-February), spring (March-May), summer (June-
August), and fall (September-November).

Seasonal Precipitation
Prior to a discussion of heavy rainstorms, it is helpful to

understand the seasonal change in temperature and precipita-
tion in the Midwest. In general, summer in the Midwest is
not only the warmest season, but also the wettest one. Mean
July precipitation ranges from 5.2 inches in Kentucky to
2.4 inches in Michigan. By contrast, mean January precipita-
tion ranges from 4.0 inches in Kentucky to 0.6 inches in
Minnesota. The largest differences in precipitation occur in
winter, with the northern states (Minnesota, Wisconsin, and
Michigan) receiving 50 to 80 percent less precipitation than
in summer. Table 14 shows the annual precipitation and per-
cent contribution by season. In general, Kentucky is the
wettest state in the region with a nearly uniform distribution
of precipitation throughout the four seasons. Minnesota is the
driest state with 42 percent of its precipitation falling in
summer and only 9 percent in winter. For all nine states
combined, summer provides the largest contribution,
followed by spring, fall, and winter with 32,27,25, and 16
percent, respectively.

In the Midwest, the temperatures for all four seasons and
the annual mean temperature decrease northward (table 15). In
general, Kentucky is the warmest state while Minnesota is the
coldest state. In winter, Kentucky is the warmest state with
much of its precipitation falling as rain rather than snow.

Seasonal Distribution of Heavy Rainstorms
The number of heavy storms in the Midwest changes

from season to season as well as from state to state. Table 16
shows the seasonal contribution of the top-ranked, 1-day
storms for 275 stations in the region. Three-fourths of such
storms occur in the summer. The summertime maximum is
most pronounced in Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and
Wisconsin. This is probably due to the shorter convective
season in the northern latitudes. In Michigan, Missouri, and
Ohio, the fall also contributes a significant number of storms.
It is not known what physical process causes this effect in
these three geographically diverse states. Missouri is also
noteworthy in that 13 percent of its heavy storms occur in
winter. Overall, the largest number of storms occur in June,
July, August, and September.

Similar results were found for the top-ranked 2-, 3-,
5-, and 10-day totals. In each case, the largest percentage of
storms occurred in the summer. A significant number of the
storms in Kentucky, however, occurred in winter for these
longer durations. Similar results were also obtained for all the
annual maximum storms at each station. Summer continued
to be the season of most frequent occurrences although the
percentages were closer to 50 percent of the total (compared
to 75 percent for the top-ranked storms). The contributions in
spring and fall were from 20 to 25 percent of the total.

While summer is the dominant season for the Midwest
for 1-day storms, an analysis of the top-ranked storms occur-
ring in the warm season (April - September) compared with
the cold season (October - March) indicates that the southern-
most part of the region is more likely to experience its heaviest
storms in the cold season at longer durations. This feature
becomes most predominant in the 10-day storms. The top-
ranked 10-day storms (figure 11) occur mostly in the cold
season for the southern half of Missouri and for a large,
coherent region along the Ohio River valley. These events are
probably associated with the synoptic-scale cyclones that pass
through those regions during those months. This pattern is not
found for the 1-day storms, but becomes increasingly evident
for the 2-, 3-, and 5-day storms. Because this pattern only
occurs in the southern portions of Missouri, Indiana, and Ohio,
it is not discernible in the state values in table 16.

In general, more of the heavier storms occurred in
summer than in any other season, while the least number oc-
curred in winter for shorter durations. In states with a shorter
convective season (e.g., Minnesota), the peak in summer was
more prominent than in regions where substantial convective
activity may occur throughout the year (e.g., Kentucky).

Rainfall Frequencies by Season
The seasonal distribution of storms suggests that the

magnitude of the seasonal rainfall frequency curves may
change as one moves northward. For example, in the southern
region where the number of storms is more evenly distributed
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Table 14. Seasonal Rainfall Distribution (inches) for 1961-1990 by State

State
Annual rainfall Winter

(percent)
Spring

(percent)
Summer
(percent)

Fall
(percent)

Illinois 38.69 16.7 29.1 29.8 24.3

Indiana 40.59 18.8 28.9 29.1 23.1

Iowa 33.08 9.2 28.2 38.1 24.6

Kentucky 48.15 23.6 28.6 25.9 22.0

Michigan 32.17 17.4 24.0 30.0 28.6

Minnesota 26.63 8.7 25.1 41.8 24.5

Missouri 41.15 15.8 29.4 28.5 26.2

Ohio 38.14 19.1 28.1 29.8 23.0

Wisconsin 31.68 11.1 25.4 36.6 26.9

Midwest 36.70 15.6 27.4 32.2 24.8

Table 15. Seasonal Temperature Distribution (°F) for 1961-1990 by State

State Annual Winter Spring Summer Fall

Illinois 51.6 27.2 51.5 73.3 54.2

Indiana 51.4 28.3 51.0 72.2 53.9

Iowa 47.6 20.7 48.0 71.7 50.2

Kentucky 55.3 34.7 55.1 74.1 57.0

Michigan 44.2 20.7 42.3 66.0 47.6

Minnesota 40.8 11.0 41.3 66.9 43.9

Missouri 54.3 31.3 54.4 75.2 56.2

Ohio 50.3 28.3 49.6 70.6 53.0

Wisconsin 42.9 16.0 42.7 66.8 46.1

Midwest 48.7 24.2 48.4 70.8 51.4



State

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kentucky

Michigan

Minnesota

Missouri

Ohio

Wisconsin

Midwest

Table 16. Seasonal Contribution of Top-Ranked 1-Day Storms

Winter Spring Summer Fall Most frequent
(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) month

3.3 20.0 65.0 11.7 July

2.4 17.1 63.4 17.1 July

0.0 2.3 72.1 25.6 August

4.0 20.0 52.0 24.0 June

2.3 14.0 39.5 44.2 September

0.0 7.7 80.8 11.5 August

13.0 10.9 41.3 34.8 September

4.9 14.6 48.8 31.7 July, September

0.0 5.0 76.7 18.3 August

3.4 12.2 60.3 24.2 July, August

across the seasons, one would expect similar seasonal rainfall
frequency curves. In the northern region where there is a
noticeable summer maximum in heavy storms, one would
expect the summer rainfall frequency curves to be much
higher than those for the other seasons. To examine this
further, a transect was drawn from southeast Kentucky to
northwest Minnesota, and 12 stations were chosen at approxi-
mately equal intervals (figure 12). Seasonal time series were
developed for the period 1949-1990 (42 years) for all four
seasons. The 1-day rainfall frequency amounts were calcu-
lated for 2-, 5, 10-, 25-, and 50-year recurrence intervals
using the maximum likelihood method and the Generalized
Extreme Value (GEV) distribution (Farago and Katz, 1990).

For each station, the four rainfall frequency curves are
plotted for comparison (figure 13). The stations are arranged
from north to south. It is readily apparent that the wintertime
frequency curves are much lower than the other frequency
curves in the northern states. At the same time, the summer-
time curves are nearly equal to the annual curves in the north.
At the southern stations, the seasonal curves are closer
together, and the summertime curves are not as close to the
annual curves.

To generalize these findings, the ratio of the values of
the seasonal curves to the annual curves was calculated for all
recurrence intervals. Because the ratio did not change signifi-
cantly from one recurrence interval to the next, an average for
all recurrence intervals was calculated for each season at each
station. These ratios are expressed as percentages in figure 14.

Keeping in mind that a lower station number represents higher
latitudes, the percentage of the winter values to annual values
is very low in Minnesota, and increases dramatically to the
south. A similar effect is noticeable, although not as pro-
nounced, in the relationship for spring. On the other hand, the
percentages of summer and fall values show little change with
latitude. The summer percentages are all within 20 percent of
the annual values.

In practice, the seasonal distribution of heavy rainfall
may become important with respect to antecedent soil mois-
ture conditions. For example, the USDA Soil Conservation
Service (1968) discusses three categories of antecedent mois-
ture conditions (AMC):

Type I. Soils are dry but not to the wilting point or when
plowing or cultivation occurs (typical at times in spring,
summer, and fall).

Type II. Average conditions precede previous annual
maximum floods (the average case).

Type III. Heavy rainfall or light rainfall and low tem-
peratures have occurred during the last five days prior to the
given storm, and the soil is nearly saturated (particularly in
late fall to early spring, especially in the southern third of the
Midwest region).

Assuming a soil with a moderate infiltration rate (hy-
drological soil group B), the curve number for a row crop
(straight row) can range from 61 to 90 (see table 17). This
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Figure 11. Top-ranked 10-day storms by season
(1 = cold, 0 = warm)

Table 17. Curve Number (CN) and Runoff(Q) Values
from Three Antecedent Moisture Conditions (AMC)

for Row Crops

AMC CN Q (inches)

I 61 2.0

II 78 3.8

III 90 5.4

wide range of curve numbers can lead to large differences in
runoff. Assuming a 6-inch, 24-hour, 100-year rainfall, the
calculated direct runoff can range from 2.0 to 5.4 inches,
depending on the antecedent soil conditions (table 17). There-
fore, in places with typically heavy winter precipitation (Ken-
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Figure 12. Stations used in comparing seasonal
variations in frequency curves

tucky), AMC type III can lead to much higher runoff values
than by using the annual amounts and AMC type II.

Summary
Differences in the seasonal rainfall frequency values

are evident due to differences in the seasonal contribution of
heavy rainstorms. In the Midwest, these differences can be
quite significant in the northern states where summer precipi-
tation dominates. In the southern states, significant heavy
storms occur in all seasons. For example, in southern Mis-
souri, Indiana, and Ohio, the heaviest amounts for the longer
duration storms (5-day and 10-day) are most likely to occur in
the cold season. The impacts of all heavy rainstorm events will
vary from season to season, depending on soil moisture, state
of the soil (frozen or nonfrozen), and vegetative cover.



Figure 13. Seasonal rainfall frequency curves
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Figure 13. Concluded
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Figure 14. Ratio of seasonal curve to annual curve amounts expressed in percentages
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6. FLUCTUATIONS IN FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS
OF HEAVY RAINSTORMS IN THE MIDWEST

Background
Heavy rainfall events are important in the design of

water-related structures (e.g., storm sewer systems), in agri-
culture, in weather modification, and in monitoring climate
change. Traditionally, hydrometeorologists have fit various
statistical distributions to historical precipitation data to
derive the recurrence intervals for selected storm durations.
The assumption underlying the derivation of these values has
been that there are year-to-year variations in the precipitation
record, but the time series is stationary without major tempo-
ral fluctuations or long-term trends during the typical design
life (50 to 100 years for most water-related structures). This
assumption allows the use of all available historical data with
equal weight. However, a preliminary study of Illinois by Huff
and Changnon (1987) using 1901-1980 data for 22 stations
investigated the possibility of a climatic trend in the distribu-
tion of heavy rainstorms in Illinois. A comparison of l-day
and 2-day rainfall amounts for 2-year to 25-year recurrence
intervals showed significant changes in the northern
two-thirds of the state for two 40-year periods (1901-1940 and
194l-1980). This was supported by an earlier study of Illinois
climate fluctuations (Changnon, 1984), which showed sizable
shifts in total precipitation and thunderstorms for 1901-1980.

Analytical Approach and Results

Illinois
In Illinois, a 61-station sample was used to investigate

the properties of the frequency distribution of maximum 24-
hour and 48-hour storms derived from two 40-year periods
(1901-1940 and 1941-1980). The frequency distributions
were derived from the partial duration series of rainstorms for
each station. The frequency values were obtained from log-
log curves derived for each station. The l-day and 2-day
values obtained were converted to maximum 24-hour and 48-
hour amounts using the transformation factors 1.13 and 1.05,
respectively, derived by Hershfield (1961) and Huff and
Neill (1959).

The change between the two periods was expressed in
terms of the ratio of values from the 1941-1980 period to those
for the 1901-1940 period. A value > 1 indicates an increase in
intensity, and a value < l indicates a decrease in intensity for
a given storm duration and recurrence interval.

The results of the expanded study in Illinois supported
the findings of Huff and Changnon (1987). For the two 40-
year periods, there is a general increase in the northern two-
thirds of the state and a slight decrease in the southern
one-third. Figure 15 shows the pattern of ratios (1941-1980/
1901-1940) calculated for 24-hour, 2-year rainfalls derived
from station frequency curves based on data for each 40-year
period. The pattern in the figure holds for the 5-year, 10-year,
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and 25-year recurrence intervals at the 24-hour and 48-hour
storm durations (Huff and Angel, 1989). The ratio for the two
40-year periods had similar spatial behavior for the two storm
durations. Within the state, 62 percent of the stations had
ratios exceeding 1.00, and 36 percent exceeding 1.10 for
24-hour storms with a recurrence interval of 2 years. For a
2-year, 48-hour rainstorm, 68 percent of the stations had
ratios exceeding 1.00,40 percent exceeding 1.10. The data
were inadequate to derive 50-year and 100-year ratios from
the station frequency curves.

The results for the two 40-year periods are supported by
other studies in Illinois. In a study of the 1901-1980 period,
Changnon (1985) found gradual changes to a wetter regime
in Illinois that was most pronounced in the last 15 years
(1965-1980). In an earlier study, Changnon (1983) noted
increased flooding in recent years. especially in northeastern
Illinois. This agrees with the 20 to 40 percent increase in the
heavy rainfall distribution for northeastern Illinois found in
our study.

Table 18 illustrates the effect of climatic variations
between the two 40-year periods on heavy rainstorm
frequency distributions (Huff and Angel, 1990). For 24-hour
maximum rainfall at average recurrences of 2,5, and 10 years,
six stations were selected to reflect different degrees of
change during the 80-year sampling period. At Rockford in

Figure 15. Ratio for two 40-year periods (1941-1980
and 1901-1940) for 2-year, 24-hour storms



Table 18. Examples of Variation in Recurrence Intervals Indicated
for Maximum 24-Hour Rainfall Between Frequency Curves

Derived from 1901-1940 and 1941-1980 Data in Illinois

Recurrence
interval
(1941-1980
curves)

2

5

10

Rockford

(NW)

5

15

35

Equivalent Recurrence Interval
for Selected Locations (1901-1940 curves)

Kankakee Quincy Peoria Effingham Belleville
(E) (W) (C) (ESE) (SW)

5 5 3+ 3+ 2-

16 13 9 19 4

35 27 17 21 8

northern Illinois, the 2-year value on the frequency curve
derived from 194l-1980 data corresponds to the 5-year value
on the 1901-1940 curve. Similarly, the 5-year amount esti-
mated by the 1941-1980 curve corresponds to the 15-year
amount on the 1901-1940 curve, and the 10-year value
corresponds to the 35-year value. If a structure with a 70-year
lifetime was designed for rainstorms with a 35-year recur-
rence interval using the 1901-1940 data it would be implicitly
expected to be exposed to only two such storms. The 1941-
1980 data, however, suggests it might be exposed seven times
to a storm of such magnitude over 70 years (on average). The
underestimates would be most pronounced in northern and
western Illinois (Rockford, Kankakee, and Quincy).

The Midwest
The next step was to extend the analyses to the

neighboring states in the Midwest to determine if the pattern
continued outside Illinois. For the other eight states (Indiana,
Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, and
Wisconsin), analyses similar to that employed in Illinois were
used for comparisons between two 40-year periods (1907-
1946 and 1947-1986). The Illinois values were also adjusted
to this time frame. Comparisons were made for selected
recurrence intervals for 24-hour storms. Unfortunately, the
number of long-term stations with digital records is less in the
other states than in Illinois. Whereas 61 stations were avail-
able for Illinois, records for only 24 stations were available on
tape for Indiana, 35 for Iowa, 12 for Kentucky, 39 for Mich-
igan, 24 for Minnesota, 27 for Missouri, 15 for Ohio, and 13
for Wisconsin. Thus the spatial detail and accuracy is dimin-
ished somewhat in these other states (especially Ohio and
Wisconsin). Figure 16 shows the stations used in this section.

Figure 17 shows the 40-year ratios for 2-year, 24-hour
storms. The shaded areas show regions with ratios > 1.00;
that is, an increase in rainfall amounts for a given frequency
and duration. There is a large area of increased values
throughout the region. Decreased amounts are indicated in
Missouri, Wisconsin, and along the Ohio River valley. There
is some degree of spatial coherency in the area of increased

values. That is, these are not just isolated, random pockets of
high values. The areas with ratios > 1.10 (10 percent), a
more significant threshold, show a  narrow band starting near
St. Louis and continuing to the northeast through Illinois,
northwest Indiana, and into lower Michigan. Minnesota  also
has a larger area through the northwestern  portion of the state
with significantly higher ratios, There are other small pockets
of high values in Iowa, Missouri, and Kentucky. These
smaller regions may have been caused by smaller-scale
effects, such as one exceptionally heavy rainstorm.

The map of 40-year ratios for a 5-year, 24-hour storm
shows a pattern similar to the 2-year, 24-hour map for ratios
> l.00 (figure 18). This coherence between return periods is
consistent with the results found in Illinois. The areas of 5-
year, 24-hour storm ratios > l.10 (10 percent) show the same
band as before with an extension into northern Ohio as well
as an area in northwest Missouri. The values within this band
are also more intense. For example, the ratios near Chicago
are 25 to 40 percent on the 5-year, 24-hour map, but only 20
percent on the 2-year, 24-hour map. The similar appearance
between the 2- and 5-year, 24-hour maps suggests the changes
are due to something other than sampling vagaries. The
patterns of the 10-year, 24-hour analysis (not shown) were
similar to those for the shorter intervals.

To investigate whether the patterns are indeed true and
not due to random noise, correlations were calculated be-
tween the ratio maps and two random patterns, which were
generated by randomly shuffling the station locations for the
2-year, 24-hour data. Thus the data values are the same
although their locations are different. Table 19 shows the
results of the correlation analysis. Although there is high
correlation among the real patterns, no relationship was found
for the random patterns.

Table 20 shows the percentage of stations having ratios
≥1.00 and≥1.10. In general, two-thirds of the stations showed
some increase while one-third showed increases > 10 percent
between the two 40-year periods.
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Figure 16. Stations used in temporal change study

Figure 17. Ratio pattern for 2-year, 24-hour storms

Figure 18. Ratio pattern for 5-year, 24-hour storms

Summary and Conclusions
This study has examined the change over time

of the heavy rainfall distribution in the Midwest. A de-
tailed study in Illinois suggests an increase in rainfall
amounts for 2-, 5, and 10-year recurrence intervals during
recent years. This is supported by other temporal studies
of precipitation  and related variables in Illinois. Preliminary
results for other parts of the Midwest show a southwest
to northeast axis of maximum change extending from
Missouri to Michigan and northern Ohio. The increases
appear to be greater than expected from natural cli-
matic variability and are sufficiently large to have
implications for water structure designs and other aspects
of applied climatology. Furthermore, the findings suggest
that the assumption of a stationary time series for fitting
statistical distributions to historical precipitation data may
be invalid. The results also suggest the need to update rain-
fall frequency relations more frequently. An update on the
order of every 20 years would be appropriate to capture any
substantial changes. It cannot be determined at this time what
underlying physical processes may be involved with
these changes.
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Table 19. Correlation Analysis Between the Three Real Maps and Two Random Maps

2-Year 5-Year 10-Year Random #1 Random #2

2-Year 1.00 0.76 0.53 -0.03 0.00

5-Year 0.76 1.00 0.90 -0.02 -0.04

10-Year 0.53 0.90 1.00 -0.03 -0.03

Random #1 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 1.00 0.05

Random #2 0.00 -0.04 -0.03 0.05 1.00

Table 20. Percentage of Stations Showing Increased Precipitation Amounts
at Selected Return Periods for 24-Hour Storms Between Two 40-year Periods

(1947-1986 and 1907-1946)

Ratio >1.00 Ratio >1.10

2-year 63 24

5-year 63 31

10-year 60 34



7. SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAVY RAINSTORMS IN THE MIDWEST

Data from dense raingage networks operated by the
Illinois State Water Survey have supported numerous studies
of the spatial distribution characteristics of heavy rainstorms
such as those in this report. Key results from several of these
studies have been abstracted from published reports and
technical papers and included here for the convenience of the
user. They provide pertinent information for both hydrologi-
cal designers and systems operators. Although based on
Illinois data, the relationships are considered generally appli-
cable to the Midwest.

Relation Between Point and Areal Mean
Rainfall Frequency

Knowledge of the frequency distribution of areal mean
rainfall is pertinent to the efficient design of hydraulic struc-
tures such as dams, urban storm sewers, highway culverts, and
water-supply facilities. In the United States, a relatively large
amount of data is available on the frequency distribution of
point rainfall, but there is little information on the frequency
distribution of areal mean rainfall. Consequently, there has
been a need to determine how the mean rainfall frequency
distributions for small areas about a point are related to the
point frequency distributions.

Hershfield (1961) presented area-depth curves for esti-
mating areal mean rainfall frequencies from point rainfall
frequencies. Information was provided for areas ≤400 square
miles and for storm durations of 0.5 to 24 hours. The relations
were developed from limited raingage network data and
apparently considered applicable throughout the United States.
Huff (1970) used data from dense raingage networks in
Illinois to provide similar relationships more applicable to the
Midwest for storm durations of 0.5 to 48 hours. Results are
summarized in table 21.

Storm Shape
Runoff characteristics in heavy storms are influenced

by the shape and movement of the storms. Two studies have
been made to determine the shape characteristics of heavy
rainstorms in Illinois. In one study, data from 260 storms on
a dense raingage network in central Illinois were used to
investigate shapes on areas of 50 to 400 square miles (Huff,
1967). Storms were used in which areal mean rainfall ex-
ceeded 0.50 inch. In the other study, historical data for 350
heavy storms having durations up to 72 hours were used in a
shape study of large-scale, flood-producing rain events. These
were storms in which maximum l-day amounts exceeded 4
inches or in which 2-day and 3-day amounts exceeded 5 inches
(StoutandHuff, 1962).Storms encompassed areas that ranged
from 200 to 10,000 square miles.

The study of historical storms indicated that the rain
intensity centers most frequently had an elliptical shape. The
ratio of major to minor axis tended to increase with increasing
area enclosed within a given isohyet; that is, the ellipse
becomes more elongated. Within limits employed in the
study, no significant difference in the shape factor occurred
with increasing storm magnitude or with durations ranging
from a few hours to 72 hours.

In the network study, elliptical patterns were found also
to be the most prevalent type, but the heaviest storms tended
to be made up of a series of rainfall bands. Intensity centers
within these bands, however, were most frequently elliptical.
From these two studies, a mean shape factor was determined
that can be used as guidance in hydrologic problems in which
storm shape is a significant design factor. The shape curve is
shown in figure 19 for areas of 10 to 1,000 square miles. For
those interested, the curve can be continued to 10,000 square
miles because storms up to this size were included in the
historical storm study.

Table 21. Relation Between Areal Mean and Point Rainfall Frequency Distributions

Ratio of areal to point rainfall for given area (square miles)
Storm period

(hours)
10 25 50 100 200

0.5 0.88 0.80 0.74 0.68 0.62

1.0 0.92 0.87 0.83 0.78 0.74

2.0 0.95 0.91 0.88 0.84 0.81

3.0 0.96 0.93 0.90 0.87 0.84

6.0 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.87

12.0 0.98 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.90

24.0 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.93

48.0 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95

3 6

400

0.56

0.70

0.78

0.81

0.84

0.88

0.91

0.94



Figure 19. Mean shape factor for heavy storms

Storm Orientation
An important consideration in any region is the orien-

tation of the major axis of heavy rainstorms. For example,
if the axes of heavy rainstorms tend to be parallel to a river
basin or other area of concern, then the total runoff in this
region will be greater, on the average, than in a region
perpendicular to most storm axes. The orientation of the storm
axis also provides an indication of the movement of the major
precipitation-producing entities embedded in any large-scale
weather system. Because most individual storm elements
have a component of motion from the west, an azimuth angle
ranging from 180 to 360° was ascribed to each storm. Thus, if
a storm had an orientation of 230°, the orientation was along
a line from 230 to 050° (southwest to northeast).

No significant difference was found between the orien-
tation of storms when they were stratified according to mean
rainfall and areal extent. Table 22 shows the distribution in
260 heavy storms having mean rainfall exceeding one inch
over a contiguous areas ≤10,000 square miles (Huff and
Semonin, 1960). This distribution is considered typical for

Table 22. Orientation
of Heavy Rainstorms

Azimuth Storms Azimuth Storms
(degrees) (percent) (degrees) (percent)

180-215 4 276-295 20

216-235 6 296-315 12

236-255 30 316-335 6

256-275 21 336-360 1

heavy storms in Illinois and the Midwest. Other studies have
supported the results shown in table 22 (Huff and Vogel, 1976;
Vogel and Huff, 1978).

Heavy rainstorms were found to be oriented most
frequently from west-southwest to east-northeast through
west to east or west-northwest to east-southeast (table 22).
The median orientation of the 260 storms used in deriving
table 22 was 265° (nearly west to east). In general, it has been
found that the orientations of very heavy storms tend to be
nearly west to east. Heavy, but less severe storms, are usually
oriented west-southwest to east-northeast or west-northwest
to east-southeast. Moderately heavy storms, especially those
of short duration (1 to 3 hours), are frequently oriented west-
southwest to east-northeast or southwest to northeast.

Storm Movement
In the Midwest, heavy rainstorms are usually produced

by one or more squall lines or squall areas traversing
a basin or other area of interest. Each system (squall line or
squall area) consists of a number of individual convec-
tive entities, usually thunderstorms, and these entities have
a motion that is strongly related to the wind field in which
they are embedded. These entities are often referred to as
raincells. Network studies of the motion of heavy rain-
cells (Huff, 1975) have provided the frequency distribution of
cell movements shown in table 23. The most fre-
quent raincell movements are from west-southwest through
west to west-northwest (240-299°), which accounts for
42 percent of the total number analyzed in the Huff study.
Of the total, 84 percent exhibited motion with a west-
erly component.

Table 23. Frequency Distribution
of Heavy Raincell Movements

Azimuth Storms Azimuth Storms
(degrees) (percent) (degrees) (percent)

180-209 6 O-29 4

210-239 16 30-59 2

240-269 22 60-89 2

270-299 20 90-119 2

300-329 13 120-149 2

330-359 7 150-179 4
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8. INDEPENDENCE OF EXTREME RAINFALL EVENTS

One of the problems involved in the development of
rainfall frequency distributions is the independence (or lack
thereof) of the observations. This is pertinent to selecting
the method of analysis and grouping of the data in the
analytical procedures.

One method of evaluating the magnitude of this prob-
lem is to examine the time distribution of the events incorpo-
rated into the frequency distributions for storm periods of
varying duration. A pilot study was made using Indiana data
for 1-, 2-, and 3-day storm periods to calculate 24-hour to 72-
hour frequency relations. A total of 41 stations were used in
deriving the Indiana relations.

First, the maximum recorded 1-day and 2-day amounts
for each station were examined to determine whether both
occurred in the same storm system. Among the 41 stations, 22
(54 percent) recorded both their 1-say and 2-day maxima in
the same storm systems. Thus, 54 percent of the time the 1-day
and 2-day events were not independent of each other, at least
from a meteorological standpoint.

Next, the same type of examination was performed on
2-day and 3-day events. Results showed that 78 percent or 32
stations had their maximum amounts on days when both 2-day
and 3-day records were established. Further examination
showed that in 44 percent or 18 cases, the station maxima for
all three storm periods (l-, 2-, and 3-day) occurred in single
storm systems.

The conclusion suggested by this pilot study is that
storm events that produce the data for deriving heavy rainfall
frequency relations cannot be assumed to represent random
occurrences with respect to storm periods of less than 72
hours. Unfortunately, these are the storm events of most
concern to hydrologists involved in the design and operation
of systems for the control of flood waters.

Next, comparisons were made between the top ten
ranked storms for l-day and2-day events. Among the 25 long-
term stations having records of 58 to 86 years, an average of
60 percent of the storm systems producing the ten largest
l-day amounts also resulted in amounts ranked among the ten
heaviest rain events for 2-day periods. The top ten storm
events for these long-term stations exert a strong control over
rainfall amounts derived for recurrence intervals of 10 years
or longer. The median was also 60 percent, and the range
varied from 40 to 80 percent (4 to 8 cases) among the
25 stations.

A similar analysis was made for the 16 short-term
stations having records for 35-40 years. The mean and median
were both 70 percent and the range varied from 60 to 90
percent at individual stations. Because of the shorter records,
the top ten ranked storms exert a strong control on determining
recurrence-interval amounts for intervals of 5 years or longer.
The comparisons between the ten heaviest storms for l-day
and 2-day rain periods strongly support the results from the
analyses of maximum recorded values described previously.
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The same comparative analysis was applied to the top
ten ranked storms for 2- and 3-day periods. For the long-term
stations, the average and median were both 80 percent, and the
range was from 60 percent (6) to 100 percent (10). For the
short-term stations, the average and median were 76 and
70 percent, respectively, and the range was from 50 to 90
percent. The above comparisons for 2 and 3 days are similar
to those for 1 and 2 days, and also support the earlier
conclusion relating to the independence of 24- to 72-hour
frequency distributions of heavy rainfall.

Examples of Outstanding Storms
A determination was made of the number of occur-

rences of rainfall amounts that ranked among the ten heaviest
in some of the most widespread storms in Indiana and Illinois.
For this analysis, 2-day storm periods were selected, because
many of the heaviest storms extend from late afternoon into
evening and even later. Although these are single storms, they
are split between two days at stations of the climate net-
work that report once daily at approximately 1800 Central
Standard Time.

One of the most outstanding storms occurred within a
24-hour period on October 5-6, 1910. Table 24 shows the
stations at which a rank 1-10 amount occurred, the amount of
rainfall, and its rank position among all storms at that station.
Thus, 11 stations in Indiana qualified, and the storm ranked
first among all storms at 4 stations. Similarly, Illinois had
12 stations with 1-10 ranks, and the storm ranked first among
all storms at 5 stations. For the two states combined, there
were 23 stations with rank 1-10 storms. Of these, nine
experienced storms ranked first among 2-day storm periods.
Thus 23 percent of all the 102 Indiana-Illinois stations had a
rank 1-10 amount, and 9 percent had their heaviest 2-day
storm on record.

Table 25 shows information on another outstanding
2-day event. On March 25-26, 1913, 15 Indiana stations
recorded rank 1-10 storms. Among these, five stations re-
corded their heaviest 2-day storm on record. In Illinois, nine
stations recorded rank 1-10 storms, but only one was ranked
#l. Thus, for both states combined, 24 percent had rank
1-10 events, and 6 percent had their most severe 2-day storm
on record. This particular storm was noted by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (1913):

“In a period of 4 days, beginning on March 23 and
ending on March 27, the average rainfall over the watershed
of the WestFork of the WhiteRiver was 7.81 inches, and over
the watershed of the East Fork, 8.41 inches. This extraordi-
nary rainfall produced one of the greatest floods in the history
of the state.”

A third example of outstanding storms with respect to
area  enveloped and storm intensity is summarized inTable 26.
This storm occurred in a 2-day period on August 14-16, 1946.
It extended across central Missouri into southwestern and
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Table 24. Distribution of Rank 1 to 10 Amounts in October 5-6, 1910, Storm in Indiana and Illinois

Station Rainfall (inches) All-storm rank

INDIANA

Bloomington 7.68 1

Moore's Hill 8.23 1

Mt. Vernon 7.68 1

Scottsburg 7.86 1

Columbus 8.12 2

Richmond 5.60 2

Rushville 5.64 2

Paoli 6.32 3

Princeton 6.33 4

Washington 5.15 5

Markland Dam 5.55 7

ILLINOIS

Cairo 9.24 1

Carbondale 8.67 1

Harrisburg 10.71 1

New Brunswick 10.72 1

Anna 9.70 1

DuQuoin 6.80 2

McLeansboro 6.42 3

Palestine 5.40 4

Fairfield 5.64 6

Flora 5.90 6

Mt. Carmel 5.16 9

Olney 5.09 10
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Table 25. Distribution of Rank 1 to 10 Amounts in March 25-26, 1913, Storm in Indiana and Illinois

Station Amount (inches) All-storm rank

INDIANA

Columbus 8.65 1

Rushville 7.84 1

Richmond 9.47 1

Farmland 7.39 1

Washington 7.91 1

Bloomington 7.68 2

Berne 4.90 2

Marion 5.13 3

Princeton 6.37 3

Whitestown 6.07 3

Markland Dam 5.65 4

Paoli 6.25 4

Scottsburg 6.10 5

Moore's Hill 4.88 5

Rockville 4.72 8

ILLINOIS

Mt. Carmel 7.70 1

Fairfield 8.35 3

DuQuoin 6.12 4

Olney 5.59 4

Mt. Vernon 5.40 6

McLeansboro 5.95 8

Flora 5.68 8

Palestine 5.01 8

Paris 4.79 8



Table 26. Distribution of Rank 1 to 10 Amounts in August 14-16, 1946, Storm
in Missouri and Illinois

Station

MISSOURI

St. Louis

Warsaw

St. Charles

Ellsberry

Salem

Boliver

Clinton

Lebanon

Rolla

Warrensburg

ILLINOIS

Belleville

Mt. Vernon

Greenville

White Hall

Pana

New Burnside

11.71 1

8.70 1

8.48 1

6.98 2

6.62 2

6.85 3

6.72 3

6.99 3

5.25 8

5.21 10

13.41 1

10.43 1

7.44 1

5.15 8

5.04 8

9

southern Illinois. As indicated in the table, ten Missouri and
six Illinois stations recorded rank 1-10 storms and six of these
ranked #1 among 2-day storms on record.

Figure 20 further illustrates the areal extent and inten-
sity of the storm of October 5-6, 1910. At each station, rainfall
amounts (inches) and the rank of the storm in the station’s
history are shown. The northern boundary of the intense
rainfall also is indicated by the dashed line. Only one reporting
station in Illinois and none in Indiana south of the dashed line
failed to report a rank 1-10 amount. It is likely that this storm
also extended into Kentucky and southeastern Missouri, but
records for these states were not available for 1910. This was
undoubtedly one of the most severe rainstorms ever experi-
enced in the nine-state area covered by this report.

Figure 21 shows the extent and intensity of the storm of
March 25-26, 1913, and is similar in presentation to figure 20.
This storm overlapped the area incorporated in the October
1910 storm. Rank 1-10 amounts were experienced at ten
Indiana and seven Illinois stations in both storms. Only one
reporting station within the dashed-line outline encompassing

Amount (inches) All-storm rank

most of central and northern Indiana and southeastern Illinois
did not record a rank 1-10 storm event. This is another
illustration of the effect imposed on point rainfall frequency
relations by a few very extreme rainfall events.

Additional Analyses
In view of the widespread nature of the three storms just

discussed, further analyses were undertaken to ascertain the
importance of such storm events in establishing the character-
istics of rainfall frequency curves for 10-year to 100-year
recurrence intervals. Data for Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
Missouri were used to obtain an adequate sample of midwestern
conditions. The storm data included 2-day amounts during the
1901-1987 period except for Missouri where records prior to
1912 were not available for all of the data set.

Two data stratifications included individual storms that
produced five or more and ten or more qualifying amounts
among the rank 1-10 values. The analyses were made sepa-
rately for each state. Results are briefly summarized in
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Figure 20. Areal extent and magnitude of storm of October 5-6, 1910
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Figure 21. Areal extent and magnitude of storm of March 25-26, 1913
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table 27, and provide further evidence of the relatively strong
dependency of 10-year to 100-year recurrence interval values
on a small portion of the heavy storm events used in establish-
ing the frequency curves of point or areal mean rainfall.

In table 27, the first two columns show the total number
of observational stations used in each state and the average
precipitation gage density (mi²/gage). Gage density will
influence the number of rank l-10 events observed in heavy
storm systems. However, except for Missouri, the gage den-
sity differences among the four states are relatively small.

Following the first two columns, the number of storms
(NS), the number of rank 1-10 qualifiers in these storms (NQ),
and the percentage of the total number of rank l-10 values
(Q%) are shown for each of the two data stratifications. The
total number of qualifiers is the number of stations multiplied
by 10.

Table 27 indicates that the percentage of total qualifiers
accounted for by storms producing five or more qualifying
amounts varied from a high of 34 percent in Indiana to a low
of 25 percent in Ohio. The four-state average is 29 percent.
The total number of qualifying storms (71) ranged from 24 in

Illinois to 12 in Ohio. The summary for those storms having
10 or more qualifying amounts shows that these accounted for
10 to 16 percent of the total qualifiers, and these came from
only three to six storm events among the states.

Summary
Results of this limited study indicate that the frequency

distributions derived for 24- to 72-hour durations cannot
be assumed to be independent. Frequently, qualifying
amounts involve storm systems that dictate all three dura-
tions, especially among storms that determine the 10-year
and longer recurrence-interval values. Examination of
the heaviest IL-day storm events in Indiana and Illinois
showed that the frequency distributions in the southern parts
of these states were strongly influenced by two storms.
Each of these storms produced amounts that ranked among
the ten heaviest on record at over 20 percent of the 102
reporting stations in the two states. In one storm, 9 percent
of all stations received their heaviest IL-day rainfall on record,
and in the other, 6 percent of all stations recorded
their heaviest amount.

Table 27. 2-Day Storms Producing 5 or More and 10 Or More Rank 1-10 Events

≥ 5 Qualifiers ≥ 10 Qualifiers

N G NS NQ Q(%) NS NQ Q(%)

Ohio 41 1000 12 101 25 3 46 11

Indiana 41 880 18 134 34 5 64 16

Illinois 61 915 24 192 31 6 69 11

Missouri 45 1530 17 120 27 4 46 10

Notes:
N = number of stations
G = gage density (mi²/gage)
NS = number of qualifying storms
NQ = total number of observations in qualifying storms
Q(%) = percent of all qualifiers accounted for by NQ
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9. VARIABILITY WITHIN CLIMATIC SECTIONS

Frequency relations for climatic sections and individual
points are presented in chapter 3 and part 2. The sectional
relations provide estimates of the expected mean rainfall for
various recurrence intervals and rain periods in areas of
similar precipitation climate with respect to heavy rainfall
occurrences. Naturalvariability, however, will produce varia-
tions for any given recurrence interval and storm period. This
variability may be substantial even when long periods of
record are used to develop frequency relations. Thus a mea-
sure of this variability is presented here for those who require
such information.

The method employed involved comparing the varia-
tions in rainfall amounts between the frequency distributions
derived for individual stations within a given climatic section
and those indicated by the sectional mean distributions. The
variability obtained by this methodresults primarily from ran-
dom sampling variations due to the spatial distribution of
heavy rainstorms in a particular climatic section during the
sampling period. Variability due to other causes, such as
observational and processing errors, has been minimized by
using the individual frequency distributions, rather than the
raw data observations, to measure the dispersion around the
sectional mean frequency distributions.

The effects of “outliers” and “inliers”, which are
nonrepresentative of the expected rainfall for a given recur-
rence interval and storm duration, are also minimized but not
completely eliminated by the methods used in our nine-state
study. “Outliers” and “inliers” are rainfall amounts that are
greater than or less than, respectively, any value expected to
occur normally within the period of record undergoing analy-
sis. For example, the 200-year storm event must occur in some
year, and at some of the observational points this could have
occurred during our observation period.

Table 28 shows the coefficient of variation, the standard
deviation divided by the mean (expressed as a percentage), for
each state for 24-hour to 10-day durations and 2-year to
100-year recurrence intervals. For a normal distribution, 68
percent of the observations are within one standard deviation
of the mean, 95 percent are within two standard deviations,
and 99 percent are within three standard deviations. The
coefficient of variation is a measure of how well the individual
station values fit the sectional mean values. For example, if
the coefficient of variation is 4 percent, then 68 percent (one
standard deviation) of the individual station values are
expected be within 4 percent of the mean value. Larger
coefficients of variation indicate wider scatter of station
values above and below the sectional mean values. In prac-
tice, one may construct the 95 percent confidence band (two
standard deviations) around the mean value. To do this,

multiply the coefficient of variation by 2 to get two standard
deviations (95 percent). So the 4 percent mentioned above
now becomes 8 percent. One can then state that there is 95
percent confidence that any station value in that section will
fall within 8 percent of the mean value.

Initial analyses of the individual climate sections showed
that the coefficient of variation could be summarized on a
state-by-state basis by averaging all climate section coeffi-
cients of variation for each state. This is advantageous since
individual climate sections usually contained a small number
of stations, which could lead to unreliable estimates of the
coefficient of variation.

There are three general features of the coefficient of
variation found in table 28. It tends to increase with the longer
recurrence intervals. This is due to the fact that the uncer-
tainty increases because of sampling inadequacies at the
longer recurrence intervals. It also tends to decrease at longer
storm durations. This is probably because longer duration
values are associated with large-scale precipitation events,
whereas the 24- and 48-hour values are more closely related
to small-scale, convective activity. Comparing the statesas a
whole, one sees that at long recurrence intervals in Michigan,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin, the coefficient of variation is
generally higher than in the other states. The authors specu-
late that this may be related to the relatively short convective
season in these states limiting the number of stations exposed
to the large rain-producing events in a given time period.

Use of the percentages in table 28 to compute the
dispersion of point rainfall values about any sectional mean
frequency distribution is illustrated in the following example.
To determine the maximum positive and negative departures
that will include 9.5 percent of the occurrences for a 50-year,
24-hour storm in northwestern Illinois, refer to the mean
frequency distribution for 24-hour storms in northwestern
Illinois (table 1 in part 2) or 6.53 inches.

Table 28 shows a coefficient of variation of 5 percent
for a 50-year, 24-hour storm in Illinois. Multiply 5 percent by
2 to obtain the value encompassing 95 percent of the future
point rainfall frequency distributions for northwestern Illi-
nois. Then multiply this value (10 percent) by 6.53 inches to
obtain the rainfall amount to be added or subtracted from the
6.53 inches to obtain the 95-percent confidence band. This
calculation shows that 95 percent of the point rainfall esti-
mates of the 50-year, 24-hour storm are expected to fall
between 5.88 inches and 7.18 inches. The sectional fre-
quency distributions (tables in part 2) and table 28 can be used
to derive tables and curves for any climatic section and any
storm duration to obtain a measure of that section’s expected
natural variability during a particular time period (5 years, 10
years, etc.).
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Table 28. Dispersion of Point Rainfall Frequency Distributions
about Section Mean Distributions

for Various Recurrence Intervals and Rain Durations

Coefficient of variation
(percent)

Duratio
n

2-
Year

5-
Year

10-
Year

25-
Year

50-
Year

100-
Year

ILLINOIS
24-Hour 3 4 4 5 5 7
48-Hour 3 4 4 4 5 6
72-Hour 3 4 4 4 5 6
  5-Day 4 4 4 4 5 6
10-Day 3 4 4 4 5 6

INDIANA
24-Hour 5 3 4 5 7 9
48 -Hour 4 4 4 6 7 9
72-Hour 4 3 4 6 7 8
  5-Day 4 4 4 5 5 6
10-Day 4 4 5 5 5 6

IOWA
24-Hour 4 4 5 7 8 9
48-Hour 4 4 5 7 8 9
72-Hour 3 4 5 6 7 8
  5-Day 4 3 4 5 5 7
10-Day 3 4 4 4 4 5

KENTUCKY
24-Hour 6 5 7 7 8 9
48 -Hour 6 5 6 7 8 9
72-Hour 5 5 6 7 7 8
  5-Day 6 5 6 7 7 7
10-Day 6 5 6 5 5 5

MICHIGAN
24-Hour 4 4 5 6 8 10
48-Hour 4 4 5 6 8 9
72-Hour 3 4 5 6 7 9
  5-Day 4 5 5 6 7 8
10-Day 4 4 5 6 7 8

MINNESOTA
24-Hour 4 5 6 9 10 12
48-Hour 4 5 6 8 10 13
72-Hour 4 5 6 8 8 11
  5-Day 4 4 5 6 8 9
10-Day 5 4 5 6 6 7

MISSOURI
24-Hour 4 5 6 7 8 8
48-Hour 4 5 5 6 7 7
72-Hour 4 5 5 6 6 7
  5-Day 4 4 5 5 5 5
10-Day 4 4 4 4 5 6
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Table 28. Concluded

Duration
2-

Year
5-

Year
10-

Year
25-

Year
50-

Year
100-
Year

OHIO

24-Hour 4 5 6 6 7 7
48-Hour 4 4 5 5 6 7
72-Hour 4 4 5 6 6 7
  5-Day 5 5 5 5 6 7
10-Day 4 5 5 6 7 8

WISCONSIN
24-Hour 4 4 5 6 8 10
48-Hour 4 4 5 6 8 10
72-Hour 4 4 5 6 8 10
  5-Day 4 4 5 6 8 9
10-Day 3 3 3 4 5 7



10. GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The basic philosophy applied in our nine-state study is
that a combination of appropriate statistical techniques, guided
by available meteorological and climatological knowledge of
heavy rainfall events, provides the best approach to develop-
ing reliable frequency distributions. It was recognized that the
natural laws controlling the atmospheric processes are not
governed by any specific statistical distribution. Within the
limits of the data sampled, however, the application of
appropriate statistical analysis provides a means of optimiz-
ing the information contained in that data.

Initially, a very detailed study of Illinois frequency
relations was made. Methods and techniques developed in this
study were then applied in the other eight midwestem states.
Illinois is located near the center of this nine-state area, and
there are no major changes in the general precipitation climate
within this region.

Data and Analytical Approach
The study relied primarily upon data for 275 daily

reporting stations within the NWS cooperative network. All
of these stations had records exceeding 50 years. These data
were supplemented by 134 cooperative stations with shorter
records, by first-order station data, and by recording raingage
data where available. Because the cooperative network pro-
vides only daily amounts of precipitation, well-established
empirical factors were used to convert calendar-day rainfall
to maximum 24-, 48-, and 72-hour amounts. Recurrence-
interval amounts for rain periods of less than 24 hours were
obtained from average ratios of x-hour/24-hour rainfall. These
ratios were determined primarily from recording raingage
data for 1948-1983 at 34 Illinois stations and 21 stations in
adjoining states. Frequency relations for time periods shorter
than 12 months were calculated from ratios relating x-month/
24-month rainfall for various recurrence intervals.

For each station, the data were used to determine the
annual maxima time series. Station frequency curves were
then derived from the annual series values. For this report,
however, the annual maxima values were converted to partial
duration values. The annual maxima series is more adaptable
to statistical testing, but the partial duration values are pre-
ferred by most users, especially engineers involved in the
design and operation of water control structures.

Statistical Methods
As part of our nine-state research, an evaluation was

made of various statistical methods and techniques con-
sidered to have potential for use in deriving the frequency
distributions of heavy rainstorms. Major emphasis was placed
on the applicability of (1) the L-moments method, which has
received considerable attention in recent years; (2) the maxi-
mum likelihood methods; and (3) the Huff-Angel method
used in the nine-state study. Except in a small percentage of
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the cases, the methods provided results that were not sig-
nificantly different from either a statistical or meteorological
standpoint, considering the inherent variability (real and
human-induced) in the data samples. In general, the
Huff-Angel estimates lie between those of the other two
methods. From selected isohyetal maps comparing the
L-moments and Huff-Angel distributions, it was concluded
that the Huff-Angel spatial patterns conformed somewhat
better with available climatological knowledge on the
distribution of heavy storm rainfall in the Midwest. The
largest differences occurred most frequently with the
100-year estimates, which represent an extension beyond the
limits of all the data samples. Unfortunately, there is no
reliable method of determining which estimate is “best” at
predicting the most severe events.

Frequency Distribution
of Heavy Rainfall Events

In our nine-state study, two methods of data analysis and
presentation of results were used. For the first method, point
rainfall frequencies were developed and presented in the form
of isohyetal maps for various recurrence intervals and storm
durations. This is the method most commonly used by past
investigators. For the second method, areal mean rainfall
frequency relations were developed in each state for regions
of approximately homogeneous heavy rainfall climate. For
both methods, frequency relations were developed for recur-
rence intervals ranging from 2 months to 100 years, and for
rain periods varying from 5 minutes to 10 days. This wide
range of frequency values was considered necessary to meet
the needs of all potential users.

Point Rainfall Frequency Distributions
Isohyetal maps derived from individual station fre-

quency relations were used to portray the spatial distribution
of point rainfall for selected rain periods of 1 hour to 10 days,
and recurrence intervals ranging from 2 to 100 years. Other
rain durations and recurrence intervals can be calculated by
transformation factors provided earlier in this report (tables 3
and 4). The isohyetal presentation is susceptible to consider-
able subjectivity and to natural and human-induced sampling
errors undetected by statistical analyses. The method is useful
and familiar to most users, however, and allows for
incorporation of small-scale spatial differences resulting
from localized influences if the sampling density is adequate.

Area1 Mean Rainfall Frequency Distributions
In the Midwest, consideration of available climate

information on the distribution of heavy rainstorms, along
with climatological-meteorological knowledge of storm sys-
tem characteristics, indicated that the well-established NWS
climate divisions could be used to divide the states into
approximately homogeneous climate regions with respect to



the frequency and intensity of extreme rainfall events. For
each division, average frequency distributions were then
developed using all stations within the division and those
in neighboring divisions near its boundaries. The fore-
going technique does not eliminate potential sampling
errors in the data samples, but it does moderate their effects.
Unless the divisions are properly selected, however, the
averaging techniques may mask actual small-scale effects.
This problem would be more acute in regions incorporating
major changes in topography, such as the Appalachian and
Rocky Mountain regions.

Time Distributions of Rainfall
in Heavy Storms

Modem runoff models for urban and small-basin de-
signs of water-control structures require definition of the time
distribution characteristics within heavy rainstorms. Conse-
quently, statistical time distributions developed for various
types of storm systems in an Illinois study have been incorpo-
rated into this report. Although based on dense raingage
network data in Illinois, the relationships should be applicable
in the nine-state region and other areas of similar precipitation
climate. These time distribution models can be used in
conjunction with the frequency distributions presented in this
report to accommodate hydrological needs.

Seasonal Distribution of Heavy Rainfall
The seasonal distribution of heavy rainstorms is

pertinent in hydrology, agriculture, and other fields. In our
nine-state study, available resources prohibited an extensive
evaluation of seasonal rainfall frequencies. Three studies
were pursued on a limited basis, however, and their results are
included in this report to partially meet existing needs for
seasonal information. These studies involved (1) the distribu-
tion of total precipitation in each of the four seasons (spring,
summer, fall, and winter), (2) the seasonal distribution of
heavy rainstorms, and (3) general characteristics and differ-
ences in seasonal frequency relations throughout the nine-
state region. Results indicate that in the northern parts of the
region, heavy rainstorms occur most often in the summer,
followed by spring and fall, and are practically nonexistent in
winter. In the southern parts of Missouri, Indiana, and Ohio,
however, the heaviest amounts in long-duration storms (5 to
10 days) are most likely to occur in the cold season from
mid-fall to early spring.

Temporal Fluctuations in Frequency
Distribution of Heavy Rainstorms

Using the available data sample for 1901-1987, an
investigation was made to determine whether climate trends
or long-term fluctuations were indicated. For this purpose, the
data were divided to provide two 40-year samples. Amounts
for 2-, 5, and 10-year recurrence intervals were analyzed. The
87-year sample was not adequate to examine longer periods.
Comparisons were then made between the various periods. In
general, the results indicated an area of increasing frequency
and/or intensity of heavy storms along an axis extending from
Missouri north east ward through Illinois to southern Michigan
and northern Ohio. The increases appear to be greater than
expected from climate variability and sufficiently large to
have an impact on water-control structural designs and other
aspects of applied climatology.

Other Studies
Limited information has been presented that relates

to the various spatial characteristics of heavy rainstorms in
the Midwest. These have been abstracted from Illinois studies
and include the relationship between point and areal
mean rainfall frequency, storm shape, storm orientation, and
storm movement.

Another limited study was concerned with the indepen-
dence of extreme rainfall events. One of the numerous prob-
lems involved in the development of rainfall frequency
relations is the independence of the observations. Results
indicated that the 1-day to 3-day frequency distributions
frequently involve storm systems that dictate all three events.
This is especially evident in those storms that produce the long
recurrence-interval values. For example, examination of the
heaviest 2-day storm events in Indiana and Illinois showed
that the frequency distributions in the southern parts of these
states were strongly influenced by two storms. In the storm of
October 5-6, 1910, 23 percent of all the long-period reporting
stations in the two states had 2-day amounts that ranked
among the ten heaviest on record, and 9 percent recorded their
heaviest storm of the 1901-1987 period. In the storm of March
25-26, 1913, 24 percent of the stations in the two states
reported amounts that rank among the first ten on record, and
6 percent had their heaviest storm ever observed.
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Part 2. Spatial Distribution Maps and Sectional Mean Frequency
Distribution Tables

(The data for the sectional mean frequency tables are available on disk from the Midwestern Climate Center
at the Illinois State Water Survey. Please call (217)244-8226 for further information.)

The user should consult the introduction and chapter 3 in part 1 before using the maps and tables in part 2 to
understand their strengths and weaknesses.
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Figure 6. Concluded
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Table 5. Sectional Mean Frequency Distributions for Storm Periods of 5 Minutes to 10 Days

and Recurrence Intervals of 2 Months to 100 Years in Michigan

Sectional code (see figure 1 on page 4)

01 - West Upper 06 - Central Lower
02 - East Upper 07 - East Central Lower
03 - Northwest Lower 08 - Southwest Lower
04 - Northeast Lower 09 - South Central Lower
05 - West Central Lower 10 - Southeast Lower

Rainfall (inches) for given recurrence interval

Section Duration 2-month 3-month 4-month 6-month 9-month 1-year 2-year 5-year 10-year 25-year 50-year 100-year

01 10-day 1.69 2.04 2.35 2.76 3.17 3.45 4.28 5.34 6.17 7.27 8.11 8.99
01 5-day 1.41 1.69 1.91 2.22 2.55 2.77 3.38 4.23 4.91 5.86 6.65 7.50
01 72-hr 1.24 1.46 1.65 1.91 2.20 2.39 2.96 3.69 4.29 5.11 5.79 6.49
01 48-hr 1.14 1.33 1.48 1.72 1.98 2.15 2.64 3.31 3.84 4.59 5.20 5.86
01 24-hr 1.07 1.25 1.37 1.58 1.79 1.95 2.39 3.00 3.48 4.17 4.73 5.32
01 18-hr 1.01 1.17 1.28 1.48 1.68 1.83 2.25 2.82 3.27 3.92 4.45 5.00
01 12-hr 0.94 1.09 1.19 1.38 1.56 1.70 2.08 2.61 3.03 3.63 4.12 4.63
01 6-hr 0.80 0.93 1.02 1.18 1.34 1.46 1.79 2.25 2.61 3.13 3.55 3.99
01 3-hr 0.69 0.80 0.88 1.01 1.15 1.25 1.53 1.92 2.23 2.67 3.03 3.40
01 2-hr 0.62 0.72 0.79 0.92 1.04 1.13 1.39 1.74 2.02 2.42 2.74 3.09
01 1-hr 0.51 0.59 0.64 0.75 0.85 0.92 1.12 1.41 1.64 1.96 2.22 2.50
01 30-min 0.40 0.46 0.50 0.58 0.66 0.72 0.88 1.11 1.29 1.54 1.75 1.97
01 15-min 0.29 0.34 0.37 0.43 0.49 0.53 0.65 0.81 0.94 1.13 1.28 1.44
01 10-min 0.23 0.26 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.41 0.50 0.63 0.73 0.88 0.99 1.12
01 5-min 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.29 0.36 0.42 0.50 0.57 0.64

02 10-day 1.61 1.94 2.23 2.62 3.02 3.28 3.93 4.78 5.44 6.43 7.22 7.98
02 5-day 1.25 1.50 1.70 1.97 2.26 2.46 3.00 3.71 4.25 5.11 5.81 6.55
02 72-hr 1.15 1.35 1.52 1.77 2.03 2.21 2.62 3.27 3.78 4.57 5.23 5.94
02 48-hr 0.97 1.13 1.26 1.46 1.68 1.83 2.31 2.98 3.49 4.24 4.88 5.55
02 24-hr 0.91 1.06 1.16 1.34 1.53 1.66 2.09 2.71 3.19 3.87 4.44 5.03
02 18-hr 0.86 1.00 1.09 1.26 1.44 1.56 1.96 2.55 3.00 3.64 4.17 4.73
02 12-hr 0.79 0.92 1.01 1.17 1.32 1.44 1.82 2.36 2.78 3.37 3.86 4.38
02 6-hr 0.69 0.80 0.88 1.01 1.15 1.25 1.57 2.03 2.39 2.90 3.33 3.77
02 3-hr 0.58 0.68 0.74 0.86 0.98 1.06 1.34 1.73 2.04 2.48 2.84 3.22
02 2-hr 0.53 0.61 0.67 0.78 0.88 0.96 1.21 1.57 1.85 2.24 2.58 2.92
02 1-hr 0.43 0.50 0.55 0.63 0.72 0.78 0.98 1.27 1.50 1.82 2.09 2.36
02 30-min 0.34 0.39 0.43 0.49 0.56 0.61 0.77 1.00 1.18 1.43 1.64 1.86
02 15-min 0.25 0.29 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.45 0.56 0.73 0.86 1.04 1.20 1.36
02 10-min 0.19 0.22 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.35 0.44 0.57 0.67 0.81 0.93 1.06
02 5-min 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.25 0.33 0.38 0.46 0.53 0.60

03 10-day 1.63 1.96 2.26 2.66 3.06 3.33 3.99 4.92 5.65 6.66 7.50 8.35
03 5-day 1.29 1.54 1.75 2.02 2.33 2.53 3.10 3.91 4.57 5.46 6.23 7.04
03 72-hr 1.09 1.27 1.44 1.67 1.92 2.09 2.62 3.36 3.96 4.86 5.56 6.35
03 48-hr 0.97 1.13 1.26 1.46 1.68 1.83 2.34 3.02 3.55 4.31 4.94 5.60
03 24-hr 0.89 1.04 1.13 1.31 1.49 1.62 2.09 2.70 3.21 3.89 4.47 5.08
03 18-hr 0.84 0.97 1.06 1.23 1.40 1.52 1.96 2.54 3.02 3.66 4.20 4.78
03 12-hr 0.78 0.90 0.99 1.14 1.30 1.41 1.82 2.35 2.79 3.38 3.89 4.42
03 6-hr 0.67 0.78 0.85 0.99 1.12 1.22 1.57 2.03 2.41 2.92 3.35 3.81
03 3-hr 0.57 0.67 0.73 0.84 0.96 1.04 1.34 1.73 2.05 2.49 2.86 3.25
03 2-hr 0.52 0.60 0.66 0.76 0.86 0.94 1.21 1.57 1.86 2.26 2.59 2.95
03 1-hr 0.42 0.49 0.53 0.62 0.70 0.76 0.98 1.27 1.51 1.83 2.10 2.39
03 30-min 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.49 0.55 0.60 0.77 1.00 1.19 1.44 1.65 1.88
03 15-min 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.36 0.40 0.44 0.56 0.73 0.87 1.05 1.21 1.37
03 10-min 0.19 0.22 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.44 0.57 0.67 0.82 0.94 1.07
03 5-min 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.25 0.32 0.39 0.47 0.54 0.61
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Appendix B REGRESSION SPREADSHEET.PDF 



Basin No. 10A Basin: Boyne Quad: J23NW
File No. 20190216 Region 3 Twn/Rng: 32N05W

Section: 5

Watercourse: Latitude:
Location: Longitude:

County: Charlevoix
Township: Boyne Valley DA: 63.56
Assigned: Holden CDA: 45.64

Length (ft) 78052

Swamp (ft) 32594
Elev 10% 647.5 CONTDA Slope CHSWAMP SLENRAT Adj Pcpn
Elev 85% 1241.5 45.64 53.58 41.76 4.788 3.98
I24, 100 4.2

Flow Adjust
291 1.00 Q 50% 291

Outwash 39.3 401 1.00 Q 20% 401
Muck 0 473 1.00 Q 10% 473
FineM 0 567 1.00 Q 4% 567
MedTill 0 640 1.00 Q 2% 640
Clay 0 712 1.00 Q 1% 712
TilRock 0 782 1.00 Q 0.5% 782
CorGT 8.7 880 1.00 Q 0.2% 880

1/26/20

Regression 1984

Boyne River
Boyne River Dam

Soil Characteristics (%

Enter values

Basin Characteristics

-84.951900
45.196497

Flow Estimates (cfs)
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Appendix C FLOOD OR LOW FLOW DISCHARGE REQUEST 

 



7/11/2019 Gmail - flood or low flow discharge request (ContentID - 168812)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5fd0b10310&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1638800308544579155&simpl=msg-f%3A16388003085… 1/1

James Tiffany <jamesetiffany@gmail.com>

flood or low flow discharge request (ContentID - 168812)
EGLE-wrd-qreq <EGLE-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov> Thu, Jul 11, 2019 at 5:49 PM
To: "jamesetiffany@gmail.com" <jamesetiffany@gmail.com>

We have estimated the flood frequency discharges requested in your email of April 8, 2019 (Process No. 20190216), as
follows:

Boyne River at Boyne River Dam, Dam ID 515, Section 5, T32N, R5W, Boyne Valley Township, Charlevoix County, has a
total drainage area of 63.6 square miles and a contributing drainage area of 45.6 square miles.  The 10%, 2%, 1%, and
0.5% chance peak flows are estimated to be 410 cubic feet per second (cfs), 600 cfs, 700 cfs, and 800 cfs, respectively. 
(Watershed Basin No. 10A Boyne).

Please include a copy of this letter with your inspection report or any subsequent application for permit.  These estimates
should be confirmed by our office if an application is not submitted within one year.  If you have any questions concerning
the discharge estimates, please contact Ms. Susan Greiner, Hydrologic Studies and Dam Safety Unit, at 517-284-5579,
or by email at: GreinerS@michigan.gov.  If you have any questions concerning the hydraulics or the requirements for the
dam safety inspection report, please contact Mr. Luke Trumble of our Dam Safety Program at 517-420-8923, or by email
at: TrumbleL@michigan.gov.

-----Original Message-----
From: DoNotReply@michigan.gov <DoNotReply@michigan.gov> 
Sent: Monday, April 8, 2019 10:47 PM
To: deq-wrd-qreq <deq-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov>
Cc: jamesetiffany@gmail.com
Subject: flood or low flow discharge request (ContentID - 168812)

[Quoted text hidden]

mailto:GreinerS@michigan.gov
mailto:TrumbleL@michigan.gov
mailto:DoNotReply@michigan.gov
mailto:DoNotReply@michigan.gov
mailto:deq-wrd-qreq@michigan.gov
mailto:jamesetiffany@gmail.com
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